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Fire insurance classification
change may lower some rates
Some homeowners and
businesses may be in line for
lower fire insurance premiums as
a result of a change in rating for
the city of Murray.
Mayor Holmes Ellis announced
the change — from Class Five to
Class Four — at a press conference this morning at Murray
City Hall. The fire insurance
classification change becomes effective Feb. 1.
Insurance Services Office of
Kentucky (ISO), a licensed
municipal fire protection rating
organization, conducted a recent
survey of Murray to determine
fire insurance classifications used
to develop fire insurance rates.

Accoding to Ellis, the classification change may affect the insurance rates on business and
masonry type dwellings.
Because properties improving
to a Class 4 rating are subject to
widely varying decreases dependent upon their occupancy and
construction, Ellis suggested that
business and home owners consult
with their local insurance agent to
determine if applicable decreases
for a particular building are in
order.
Murray Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper said the ISO determined
the new Class 4 fire insurance
rating based on a study based on a

concentration of 50 percent fire
department, 40 percent water supply and 10 percent communication
systems.
Cooper also mentioned that the
ISO took into consideration the
response of the off-duty
firefighters during a major fire in
the city.
This ( the classification
change) was a joint effort by
everybody connected with the fire
department," Cooper added. Only
the municipal fire protection's effect was evaluated, the home and
business owners will be responsible for keeping their properties
maintained and inspected, according to Cooper.

University faculty salary request
reviewed by Murray State senate

1982

A request to make faculty
salary raises comparable to inflation, scheduled to be introduced
Saturday to the Kentucky Congress of Senate Faculty Leaders,
was reviewed by the Murray State
University Faculty Senate Tuesday afternoon.
Steve West, faculty senator and
legislative liasion to the congress,
authored the request along with
Tom Jones, president of the congress and a member of the
Western Kentucky University
English faculty.
The request calls for budgetary
measures by the General
Assembly to establish salary parity and a fund of excellence.
According to the document,
-salary parity is funding to provide 15 percent for higher education faculty salary increases in
fiscal years 1982-85 in order to
achieve mere salary parity with
1973 and the increases to be line
item budgeted for faculty salaries
at all senior institutions of higher

education."
The year 1973 is used in the request as the last year faculty
salary raises were consistent with
the cost-of-living increases, West,
who also is faculty representative
of the Murray State Board of
Regents,said.
According to' the report, the
Consumer Price Index increased
103.8 percent during 1973-81 while
average university faculty
salaries increased from $13,500 to
$21,300. The report added during
that time faculty members lost
$6,105 or 28 percent of their annual
purchasing power.
The 15 percent increase is
broken down into seven percent
which is needed to achieve 1973
salary parity in four years, West
said. The other eight percent is
needed to keep up with projected
rates of inflation, he added.
The request also calls for a fund
for excellence which would
reward faculty members, beyond
the 15 percent increase, for

meritorious services.
West said the request has met
with the faculty members. He added he anticipates no major conflicts at the presentation at 2 p.m.
Saturday at Kentucky State
University.
If the request is approved Saturday by the Congress, composed of
faculty senate members at each
senior state university except the
University of Kentucky ( whose
faculty chose not to be part of the
Congress), West said he hopes it
will move to the General
Assembly.
West added he has talked to
local politicans about the request.
In other business, senators
referred the school budget review
to the budget committee.
The committee is scheduled to
have a recommendation about
possible reductions at the Feb. 2
meeting.
Changes in the adminstration
evaluation forms also were approved.

wheel boat has been
LUKE WATERWALKER — A functional, detailed model of an 1800s vintage paddle
completed by Dewitt Brown.

Paddle boot
combines past
with present

By JENNIE B. GORDON
Staff Writer
Back in the 1800s, when civilization fi,rst viewed a
paddle wheel boat, it is said many who saw such a
boat exclaimed,"It walks on water!"
By mixing the automated water transportation of
the past with current technology and trends in
thinking, Dewitt Brown has produced the Luke
Waterwalker, a workable and completely detailed
.
model of a steam powered paddle wheel boat.
The name for Brown's boat came from Luke
Skywalker, a familiar name reminding us of the
spaceship pilot in the film Star Wars who might be
considered by some as walking in the sky.
Brown, of Murray, who retired in 1979 after spending 32 years with South Central Bell, spent many
hours as a youth erecting models. After his retirement, he began making them again. Cars, planes, and tractors.are part of his collection, but boats are Brown's real facination. ”There
are a lot of people around hem who fly model planes
and I'll go watch them sometimes, but I'm really
$100
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more interested in boats,'' Brown said.
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More information about the
_commission and its activities will
be presented at the March plann_ ing commission meeting.
The planners also reviewed properties at 702 and 704 Main St.
which may be involved in a possible rezoning request. No action
The search in Kentucky Lake
was taken.
for the body of an apparent drowning victim has been discontinued,
according to Richard Wright,
Kentucky State Police public information officer.
Wright reported that a car was
day and turning colder Sunday.
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Reagan preparing for program swap,
federal tax money distribtAtion plan

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan is preparing to
complete federal
recomme
the giant Medicaid
takeover •
exchange for turning
program
welfare and food stambs over to
the 50 states,sources say.
They said the swap of the enormous, multi-billion dollar programs would be in addition to a
plan to provide states a greater
portion of federal tax money in exchange for taking over as many as
40 social programs in health,

City planner explains uses
of state energy grant
Uses for $16,000 energy grant
awarded to Murray and Calloway
County were outlined by City
Planner Steve Zea at Tuesday's
planning commission meeting.
Zea said the grant, awarded in
1981 by the Kentucky Department
of Energy, will serve as administrative funds for an energy
commission appointed by former
county judge-executive Robert 0.
Miller.
Duties of the committee, consisting of Gil Hopson, Holmes
Ellis, Z. Enix, Joe Tom Erwin,
Keith Hays and Rick Lampkin,
will include authorizing energy
audits, Zea said. Audits of public
buildings will begin immediately,
he added.

Authorities halt
dragging operationin search of body

cloudiness
Continued low cloudiness and
fog with pockets of light drizzle
this morning. Occasional light
rain developing before evening
and continuing tonight. Highs
today low to mid 40s. Nearly
steady temperatures tonight
with lows in the low to mid 40s.
Rain diminishing on Thursday
with highs in the low to mid 40s.

Friday through Sunday:
Partly cloudy and mild Friday,
overnight lows near 40 and
daytime highs in the 50s.
of rain or snow Satur-

today's index
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Six killed, 35 injured in elementary school cafeteria explosion
SPENCER, Okla. ( API — An
explosion that killed five children
and a teacher in an elementary
school cafeteria was caused by a
water heater that malfunctioned
and built up a mighty head of
steam a few hours after being
repaired, officials said.
A cook in the elementary school
kitchen turned on a tap around
lunchtime Tuesday, but the faucet
only .coughed steam, Oklahoma
City fire department spokesman
Phil Cooksey said.
The cook went to report the problem, he said, and minutes later
an explosion ripped through the
kitchen wall, blowing off part of
the roof and raining glass, metal
and concrete blocks on children in
the cafeteria.
Thirty-five other students and
adults t the Star Elementary
School were hurt, but Oklahoma
City schools superintendent Tom
Payzant said many children playing in the schoolyard were saved
by the unusual 65-degree weather.

In severe cold, he said, children
often huddled against the wall of
the one-story brick building in the
northeastern Oklahoma City
suburb of Spencer.
Officials estimated the blast did
$100,000 worth of damage.
"I don't think there was any
question as to the cause," Cooksey
said. "The 75-gallon water heater
experienced an internal steam explosion. The safety mechanism
failed."
The blasted heater was found
200 feet from the building,
Cooksey said.
Cooksey said state fire marshals and investigators from
Spencer were trying to find out
why the heater's safety
mechanism didn't work.
Payzant said at a news conference that a school maintenance
worker was called to fix the water
heater before classes began Tuesday. He said the gas flame under
the heater had gone out.
The worker was not interviewed

b) school officials, and Payzant
said he would leave an inquiry into
the cause to fire officials.
But kitchen employee Florence
Hardy, who was knocked to the
floor by the blast, said one of two
water heaters located against the
northwest wall of the greenpainted kitchen had been making
water too hot earlier in the morning."

pick up their children.
One woman, Susan Brown, ran
three mile to the school after her
mother-in-law called her. Her 8year-old child, Holly Chase, said
she had finished eating and was
waiting for her table to be recessed to the playground when the
blast knocked apart the kitchen
wall.

"It had been running the
dishwashing water way up above
200 degrees and that's way too hot.
They took it the hot water heater)
out and brought it back a little
later, and it was supposed to have
been fixed," she said.
Frantic parents rushed to the
school after hearing of the blast,
although officials pleaded via
radio and TV for parents to go instead to a community center to

"I ducked my head like they told
me to during a tornado and it
missed me. the glass," she said.
"Somebody told me they saw a
brick fall on a little girl's head and
a table fall on top of her. A teacher
came by and helped me and the
other kids out. There were kids
running and screaming." She said
they were led outside to wait for
their parents.
Although one corner of the
cafeteria was blown away, lunch

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Despite
'As these tax rates and these
renewed presidential promises of reductions in tax rates begin to
recovery, new economic figures take effect, then I'm quite sure
are likely to show the fourth we're going to see an upswing in
to 11 million people, with the quarter of 1981 was the worst since the economy and that is the
federal government picking up the low point of the 1980 recession, answer to their problem," he said.
about 54 percent of the share.
analysts say.
We have in place a program
Some sources said that, in addiThe Commerce Department now that is just getting under way
tion, Reagan would call for the was releasing its report today on that is designed to reduce the
federal government to start pay- inflation-adjusted gross national unemployment and to resolve
ing the $2.1 billion state share of product — the broadest measure these problems that are so botherSupplemental Security Income, a of U.S. economic growth or some today," Reagan said.
program for the handicapped and decline — for the three months
He noted that high interest rates
elderly poor. The federal govern- ended Dec. 31.
— which many economists say
ment already spends about $6.9
Commerce officials said last were a main cause of the recesbillion on SSI.
month that the decline was likely sion — have fallen in recent monSources said the other major to be at an annual rate of about 5.4 ths along with inflation.
proposal Reagan will unveil in his percent — the biggest since the 9.9
But he also said the interest rate
State of the Union would involve percent drop in the spring of 1980 decline has now stopped and that
establishing a new trust fund of — and other analysts have been some business officials may be
money for the states, who would saying the estimate was probably holding back on investment plans
take over as many as 40 educa- about right.
tion, health, urban and other
In his news conference Tuesday,
federal domestic programs.
President Reagan conceded the
The money would come from in- recession that settled in during his
creased excise taxes on tobacco, first year in office was "botheralcohol, long-distance telephone some." In particular, he said he
service, and perhaps a new luxury had sympathy for the
levy on items such as furs, unemployed, who now make up 8.9
jewelry, expensive automobiles percent of the work force.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
and yachts,sources said.
But Reagan said he remained
legislative committee began conAnother proposal calls for in- confident his economic program, sideration today of a bill that
creasing the federal gasoline tax particularly the cuts in tax rates
would increase divorce-filing fees
and making the money available he pushed through last summer, to help finance spouse abuse
to states for transportation pro- would bring brighter days for the
centers.
grams,including mass transit.
jobless..
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Gerta
wduld
raise the fee from $70 to PO with
the difference to be earmnrked for
a special account in the DepartMIWUI, 1111,16.
111k, 1111.
ment For Human Resources.
Rep. Bendl appeared before the
House Judiciary-Civil Committee
this morning, saying the measure
could generate between $300,000
and ;400,000 a year for spouse
abuse centers.
Travis Fritsch, who chairs the
Kentucky Domestic Violence

f

By BRIAN FRIEDMAN
Associated Press Writer
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Association, told the committee of the Lexington center, said it
about women who come to spouse receives 60 calls a week from
abuse centers with broken bones, women throughout eastern Kenblack eyes and severe bruises.
tucky, and the number of calls has
One woman's husband,she said, been steadily increasing since the
had shot his wife in the toe to keep
center opened ie1979.
her from seeking help outside tle „• The Amber f calls apparently
home.
reflects an increased incidence of
The additional money is needed, abuse, according to Ms. Fritsch.
Rep. Bendl said, Co provide addi- Child abuse increased 50 percent,
tional shelters for such abused adult abuse 20 percent and spouse
women in different areas of the abuse 64 percent from 1979 to 1980.
The abuse multiplies from
state.
generation to generation as abusKentucky currently has six ed children become abusive
centeri which receive state fun- adults, she added.
ding in Louisville, Lexington,
The committee took no action on
Bowihig. Green, Barbourville, the bill,—but members seemedOwensboro and Covington.
receptive to Rep. Bendl's proMs. Fritsch, who also is director
posal.

Former hostage Paul Lewis
said there was nothing special on
his calendar for today — even
though it's the first anniversary of
the day he and 51 other Americans
were freed from 444 days of captivity in Iran.
be in school, and I don't
think I'll notice unless someone
reminds me," said the 24-year-old
former Marine sergeant, now studying agricultural economics at
the University of Illinois in Champaign.
&ationally, there were no
reports of plans for big reunions or
major festivities to mark the anniversary. Former President Jimmy Carter, who left office the day
the hostages were freed, had no
special activities planned, said
Dan Lee, a Carter spokesman.
Neither did President Reagan, the
White House said.
A year ago, Lewis and his fellow
hostages were hustled aboard a
jet on a tense night in Tehran;
bound for Algiers and freedom
from their militant captors, who
had seized the U.S. Embassy on

Nov. 4, 1979.
On that day his father, Phil,
shouted happily to friends and
relatives who jammed around a
television set in their house in
Homer, Ill., that the "birds are in
the air!"
The joy, exhilaration and
celebrations that marked last Jan.
20 won't be in evidence today,
some of the former captives say.
They say they want to blend back
into obscurity.
In Bellevue, Neb., Mary
Needham,the mother of Air Force
Capt. Paul Needham Jr., turns 50
today. Last year, she and her husband, Paul, sat in their yellow
ribbon-wrapped home and watched news accounts of the impending release skeptically, refusing
to believe until the Americans
landed outside Iran.
When the Needhams watched
their son walk off a plane in
Algiers, they drank a champagne
toast to Paul's freedom and wept.
The younger Needham, now
assigned to nearby Offutt Air
Force Base, said recently that he
hates his Iranian captors who
"threatened my life and took
away my freedom. I lost chances

Legislative Calendar
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Jult how bad the nation's home
builders have been hit was indicated Tuesday when the Commerce Department reported that
housing starts for all of last year
totaled 1.087 million — the lowest

level in 354'ears.
Starts were up a seasonally adjusted 13.3 percent in December,
but analysts said they saw no
reason to think there would be
more than modest recovery this
year.
Also on Tuesday, Commerce officials said Americans' personal
income rose only 0.2 percent in
December, the smallest increase
in nearly two years.
The personal income figures
were just the latest indication that
December was the worst month so
far in the 1981-82 recession.
Earlier, the government had
reported big cutbacks in industrial production and factory
use as well as lackluster sales by
U.S. retailers in the month.

Committee considering proposal
to aid spouse abuse centers

is tieing up the loose ends
with a fantastic sale...
with unbelievable savings.

Apo16,

out of fear the rates are about to
start climbing again. The administration is counting on
business expansion to help push
the recovery.
The two biggest victims of the
high interest rates have been the
housing and auto industries,
which depend heavily on relatively easy credit conditions to help
consumers buy such big items and
to help producers make investments necessary for production.

Nothing special on anniversary
ofreturn of hostages from Iran
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Dr. Fred Jordan, a state
medical examiner who performed
autopsies on the victims, said all
of them died almost instantaneously of broken necks. It was
believed all the victims had been
seated at one table waiting to go
out to recess.
Forman said the 28 injured
children ranged from
kindergarteners to the fourth
graders.

Midwest City Police Sgt. Paul
Long, the first officer on the
scene, suffered a heart attack
after resuscitating some of the injured children. He was reported in
good condition at a hospital.
Police accounted for all 270
children enrolled at the school,
easing fears that more bodies
were beneath the rubble.
Jim I.unce was spieces of the
cafeteria's roof flying into the air.
"I saw debris flying through
air," Lunce said. "I saw a piece
that looked like a muffler; first I
thought it was a car. My wife said,
'No,toward the building.
Victims were flown away by
helicopter from a shopping center
parking lot across the street from
the school. The Oklahoma Blood
Institute issued a plea for blood
and donors crowded into its branches.

Lowest GNP figures since 1980 expected

Reagan...
(Continued From Page 1)
federal government — the red
tape, the administration
overhead, was such that had we
had more leeway, more freedom,
we could have given better servife
to the people that we were trying
to help and at a much lower cost."
Sources said the biggest change
Reagan would propose, in terms
of the money involved, would have
the federal government pay the
full cost of Medicaid, a program
that provides health care for 22.5
Million needy people.
The federal government now
pays about 56 percent of the $30.5
billion Medicaid bill and states
have long expressed the hope that
the federal government would
pick up more of the tab.
In exchange for that, the states
would pick up total responsibility
for the $11.5 billion food stamp.
program that now financed by the
federal government,sources-said.
These sources also said the
states would inherit the government's largest welfare program,
Aid to Families With Dependent
Children. AFDC costs about $14
billion a year to provide benefits

tables on the other side of the
room stood covered with undisturbed lunchpails.
Ed Forman of the nearby
Midwest City Police Department
identified the dead children as
Paul C. Motes, 7; Latasha M.
Brown, 8; Marlow T. Wallace, 9;
Gira M. Hiter, 10; and Kareem R.
Manora, 8. The teacher was identified as Dinnah Manroe, 34.

ser

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Scheduled activities Wednesday in the General Assembly.
Senate
9 a.m. — Senate budget hearing on teachers' retirement,
KET, Kentucky Historical
Society, Human Rights Commission and Commission on
...Women, Room 110, Capitol Anhex.
Noon
Cities Committee,,
Room 107, Capitol Annex.
1 p.m. — Transportation
Committee, Room 105, Capitol
Annex. A Transportation
representative will testify on
Senate Bill 20.

House
9 a.m. — Judiciary-Civil
Committee, Room 104, Capitol
Annex.
9 a.m. — House budget hearing on Public Protection
Cabinet, Room 103, Capitol Annex.
10 a.m. —\\Planking and Insurance Committee, Room 104,
Capitol Annex.
11 a.m.
Education Committee, Room 109, Capitol Annex.
11 a.m..— Capital Construction and Equipment Purchase
Oversight Committee, Room
105, Capitol Annex.

along the way, while friends of
mine kept living free. It caused
anguish for my family."
Phil Ward, of Culpepper, Va.,
admits he cried uncontrollably on
the flight out,of Iranian airspace
to freedom.
"It was so intense for me when
we came out," said the 3I-year-old
State Department employee, who
was a communications specialist
at the embassy. "I went through
some things I don't even
remember. I think it's selective
forgetfulness."
He spent Tuesday splitting a two
weeks'supply of wood with his son
and stacking it in his basement.
"Now let it rain," he said.
Army Col. Charles Scott, 49, of
Stone Mountain, Ga., said there
would be no special ceremonies
for him. Instead, he would do the
same things he has been doing for
many months now — work on a
book about his captivity and give a
speech.
About two dozen of the former
captives and their spouses said
they would attend a reunion on
Sunday and Monday at Stewart
Airport outside Newburgh, N.Y.,
where the hostages first touched
American soil last year.
Monday's celebration will be
called "Freedom Day," said
Campbell Thompson, chairman of
the committee planning the event.
The Murray Ledger & Times
!uses 306-700
The Murray Ledger 16 Tames is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
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SUBSCWIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers, $3 50 per month, payable in advance By mail in Calloway County and to
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Legislature breaks
opening week tradition
By SEN.GREG HIGDON
1st Senatorial District
I now have two weeks of legislative experience
under my belt, and frankly, it's been one of the most
hectic, but interesting, weeks of my life.
Historically, the first weeks of a session are
primarily set aside for such "housekeeping" chores
as approving a set of rules to follow on the floor, firming up committee assignments, and making the
acquaintances of our fellow legislators, legislative
staff, and the many others who help us to do our job
while in the Capitol.
But the first weeks of the 1982 Legislature broke
tradition. Rapid movement was evident in the
sticky area of legislative reapportionment, and promises were made to have redistricting approved
before Ground Hog Day.
We in the Senate have come a long way toward
that goal. On Wednesday (Jan. 13) the State
Government Committee passed out a bill realigning
senatorial districts in accordance with 1980 census
data.
There are some significant changes among the
state's 38 Senate districts. Among them is a change
in my district, the First.
Currently, my district encompasses four
precincts in Marshall County. The new plan would
have me giving up those precincts but getting a new
county — Trigg.
Certainly I hate to lose those Marshall County
constituents, but I think it is better when a county is
not split between districts. This plan would put all
the residents of Marshall County in one senatorial
district.
I certainly welcome the idea of representing the
good people of Trigg County — if the plan is approved by the Senate and House. Once the session is over
— April 15 — I'll be on the road again and am looking forward to visiting Trigg County as well as the
people of Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves and
Hickman Counties.. In the meantime, I hope to
share with you through this weekly column the activities of the General Assembly.

go,

by robert novak and rowland evans

inside report

Poland causes administration to grumble
WASHINGTON — Within a week
after President Reagan's Christmas
message and subsequent imposition
of sanctions against Poland and the
Soviet Union had cheered them,
hard-liners in the administration
were grumbling that the air had gone
out of the balloon.
"Flaccid," snapped one critical
Reagan administration official of the
current state of U.S. policy on the
Polish crisis. He and other hardliners grumble that plans to follow
the first round of sanctions with a
tougher second round of sanctions
have gone nowhere, even though
there is not the slightest sign of
Soviet easing on Poland.
The blame is put on Secretary of
State Alexander Haig, who follows
the recommendations of the State
Department bureaucracy. This is a
continuation of State Department objections to threatening and imposing
sanctions in the first place.
NIXON NIXES STOCKMAN
Richard M. Nixon, as willing as
ever to deliver judgments on all subjects, tells visitors to his New Jersey
estate that David Stockman would no

longer be around if he were president.
Although Nixon as president found
it no less easy than Ronald Reagan to
fire anybody, he now confides that
Stockman's retention as budget
director after his betrayal of the administration is an invitation to other
infidelities. Smart as Stockman is,
says Nixon, he would get rid of him.
A footnote: Stockman appears to
have survived his crisis, but he and
his aides were devastated by the
president's refusal to go along with
new cuts on the Headstart and urban
development grant programs. One
Stockman aide angrily suggested
that the budget be sent over to the
Oval Office for cutting there.
CLARK'S DEPUTY
William P. Clark's selection as
President Reagan's national security
adviser was quickly followed by a
push from congressional conservatives to name a well-known antiSoviet defense expert as his deputy.
Their candidate: William
Schneider, who has served the past
year as top defense official at the Office of Management and Budget.

WELL WE CAM BLAME 3LIDGES
fOR. A LOT Of THINE'S, BUT I
WOULDN'T GO SO FAR ASTO
Q Ti4E ARKANSAS
BLAME
3'LDGES CREATION DECISION

Considering Clark's inexperience in
national security affairs, the identity
of his deputy takes on special meaning.
Consequently, the Capitol Hill
group does not feel Adm. James
(Bud) Nance, who has been serving
as acting national security chief, has
the stature for the job. Schneider,
who was defense adviser to then Sen.
James Buckley and after that to Rep.
Jack Kemp, is both knowledgable
and outspoken.
BYRD'S NEMESIS?
The biggest threat to Sen. Robert
Byrd's hope for another term as
Senate Democratic leader after the
1982 election may be Sen. Ernest F.
(Fritz) Hollings of South Carolina.
As the Deep South's first serious
candidate for party leadership in the
Senate since the early 1930s, Hollings
probably would command the votes
of all Southern senators in the
Democratic Caucus (currently 11 out
of 47). His tough fiscal conservatism
in serving as the Senate Budget Committee's senior Democrat the past
year makes him the favorite of other
moderate -to -conservative
Democrats.

But Hollings also is preferred over
Byrd by many liberal senators, who
never have trusted Byrd and feel
Hollings would be a tougher partisan
critic of the Reagan administration.

atss,„...

Besides dealing with redistricting, the
Legislature has already gotten its first glimpse of
the governor's"no-frills" budgetfor 1982-83.
,
• The complexity of setting a nearly $10 million
budget, coupled with the severe financial uncertainty Kentucky now faces, will require a very lengthy
budget-review process before the General
Assembly approves a final version. Hearings on
education and the Justice Department are already
underway, and budget review of the other cabinets
will follow soon.
The governor's address was not particularly sunny, but he did not project the need to raise taxes.
While I am in Frankfort for the legislative session, I urge you to keep in touch with me by writing
or calling on a toll-free telephone line which is
available.
Letters can be sent to me c/o State Senate,
Capitol Building, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
The toll-free telephone number is 1-800-372-7181.
An operator will take your message and put it on
my desk.
And for a daily update on legislative action, you
can call the toll-free newsliner at 1-800-372-7613.

Looking back
Ten years ago
A. Carman, 83, retired chairman of Agriculture
Department, Murray State University, was killed
the night of Jan. 19 when struck by a northbound car
while crossing North 16th Street near Wells Hall.
Hilton Williams of Lynn Grove Feed and Seed Co.
was scheduled to speak at a meeting of Agricultural
Council at Triangle Inn Jan. 24.
Twenty years ago
Maurice P. Christopher was named "Kiwanian of
the Year for 1961" at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis
Club at Murray Woman's Club house. Dr. Harry
Sparks was speaker.
J. 0. Reeves, state conservation officer, spoke at a meeting of Murray Civitan Club at Murray
Woman's Club house. Jimmy Rickman was club
president.
Thirty years ago
A meeting was scheduled for Jan. 24 at Calloway
County courthouse by Calloway County Board of
Health to determine how local board could raise
$1,000 to meet budget for 1952, according to Dr. J. A.
Outland, county health officer.
Thirty-one students had applied for degrees at
close of current semester at Murray State College
on Jan. 24, according to Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar.
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Barbour goes from red wagon to four stores
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
Everybody in town knows Clyde Barbour: he's been in the grocery
business since he was 12.
"I started out by delivering orders
in my little red wagon, at 10 cents a
trip."
The wagon's been replaced by a
fleet of courtesy vans that carry
customers to and from the four stores
Barbour owns today. He offers discounts to the unemployed, and converts cash register receipts into
donations for charity.
In summer, farmers use his parking lots to sell their vegetables.
"I let them come in one day a
week. I do their advertising and furnish paper bags for their merchandise," he said. "There was no way I
could handle all the produce they
grow, so we struck a happy medium.
Some farmers have put their kids

door service anywhere within the cithrough college with the money
ty limits."
they've picked up this way."
Barbour's been doing this for about
Customers who cash unemploy20 years. "I came up with the idea
ment checks at the stores are given
after learning that the cab firms
identification cards entitling them to
a 5 percent reduction on food. "They . were charging 25 cents less for a trip
to my competitor down the street."
can use the card once a week. The only things excluded are beer, wine and
At one time, he was offering meat
tobacco."
at 3 percent over cost. "Prices had
Barbour said he initiated the proclimbed out of sight and people
gram because the jobless rate in
weren't buying. There's one thing
our area is the highest in history." He
about meat. If you don't sell it, you
two
and
Maysville
in
has two outlets
smell it."
in Ohio - at Aberdeen and Ripley.
After chain stores began giving
"There are a lot of good people out
away trading stamps, Barbour sugthere who just can't find work."
gested that his customers keep their
If the weather's bad or a housewife
sales slips. "I told them that I would
doesn't feel like driving, she can
give one percent of the gross to any
telephone Barbour.
non-profit organization. Over the
years, we've sent donations to the
"We send out a van to pick her up.
All she has to do is make a minimum ,.Boy Scouts, the PTA and Billy
Graham."
purchase of $10 to receive door-to-

Writer has question about Social Security check
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
wW be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 73 and will be
74 on July 9, 1982. Is it true that from
73 on, I can make any amount of
money and still receive my full Social
Security check? Or has that been
changed? I work two days per week,
but would like to work a full week. Do
I have to have withholding taxes
taken out each week, other than
Federal taxes? F.D.
ANSWER: Actually, you have been
able to earn up to any amount and
still receive your full Social Security
check ever since you turned age 72.
That law has not been changed, except that it will lower to age 70 in

January 1983. So, in answer to your
question, yes, you can earn any
amount now and still receive your
full social security benefit. And, yes,
you still have to pay Federal income
tax and social security taxes on your
earnings. And, if you are in an area
which has a city tax, you still have to
pay that also.
HEARTLINE: I received a copy of
your "Almanac for Older
Americans" for Christmas. I cannot
tell you how thankful I am that such a
book has been written. I have been
widowed for 8 years and live alone in
a small apartment. I have always
been afraid that I might become the
victim of a burglary or robbery. Your
book gave me excellent advice about
locks for my windows and doors, and
I have already had them installed,
which makes me feel much safer. I
also found information I had been interested in about pre-paying my
funeral expenses. and intend tok get
. that takeli care of very soon. I

A footnote: Brown, who never flinches at inconsistency, says bright
economic prospects for 1982
eliminate the need for state tax increases. Such hikes would be a heavy
burden for him to carry in his Senate
race this year.

Employment
increase
predicted

tv

uts

JERRY BROWN'S FORECAST
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of
California, who fancies himself an
expert in Reagan-watching, predicts
the president will transform the
political climate before his term has
ended with a new U.S.-Soviet nuclear
arms treaty, probably concluded in a
summit meeting.
That, says Brown, will be the
equivalent of Richard Nixon's
political recuperation in 1971 by
opening the door to communist China
and imposing wage-price restraints.
According to Brown, Reagan will
play the detente card once it becomes
clear that his domestic economic
policy has failed.

also under the impression that a person my age (72) should not do much
exercise. After reading your
chapters on exercise and diet for people our age, I discussed it with my
doctor, and found that you give very
sound advice about diet and that your
exercise program can be suited to
and beneficial to people of any age,
with their doctor's approval. I do in"tend to make some very definite
changes in my life, and I look forward to it, because I was really
*-becoming bored. Now; I feel that I
have a new challenge ahead, and I
am going to try to get some of my
friends involved with me. I would like
to get another copy of the book for a
friend. Please tell me how to order it.
C.S.
ANSWER: We are happy that you
are satisfied with our book. To order
another copy, send $9.95 (or $9.00 for
2 or more books) to Heartline's
Almanac, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
weeks for delivery.

NEW YORK AP — Two weeks
ago when the National Bureau of
Economic Research proclaimed that
"the U.S. economy is currently
undergoing a recession," most people already were looking for the
recovery.
To automakers, hornebuilders and
the unemployed, to name just a few
of the affected parties: the obvious
Deed not be underscored. Instead, in
the fine American tradition, it was
better to put the bad behind.
"We're loaded for bear," said F.
James McDonald, General Motors
president. According to him, the nation's biggest manufacturer was
ready to take full advantage of a redound in carand truck sales.
Jack Carlson, executive vice president of the National Association of
Realtors, was almost as enthusiastic.
He declared the worst was over for
housing. Interest rates will fall
through spring, he declared.
There was less enthusiasm among
the unemployed, but labor and
business economists were widely
quoted as looking for an increase in
employment, slow though it might
be, as the economy recovered in the
second half.
Was it whistling in the dark? Hard
to say — but there was a quality to
the ,sound that reminded you of the
time when you were a kid and you
had to walk right through the
lougliiii-Parfaiown-iii order to get
. home.
GM, for example, might'be loaded
for bear but it is the Japanese that
they and other domestic manufacturers, have to deal with, and.
everyone in Detroit knows it:
Chrysler has distributed a pamphlet
that begins with the stark admission
that "the Japanese can place a car in
the United States for about ;1,800 less
than a U.S. manufacturer." ,
Equally shocking is another admission. "No action by Chrysler or any
other U.S. manufacturer can offset
the additional permanent tax advantage which results from Japanese
government policy," it states.
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Littletons
plan event

datebook
Tibbs will speak for NARFE
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association
of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday,
Jan. 22, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Phillip Tibbs, professor of accounting and finance
at Murray State University, will speak about "Income Tax."

basic supply stock control course at Marine Corps
Service Support School, Camp I.ejeune, N. C. The
course was designed to prepare students for future
assignment to supply administration and operation
duties.
A 1981 graduate of Calloway County High School,
Murphy joined the Marine Corps in March 1981.

Services planned at Calvary

Emily Down Nesbitt born

The Rev. Dean Cox of Ohio will speak at services
at 7:30 p.m. tonight and Thursday at Calvary Temple. The West Kentucky Full Gospel Fellowship will
meet Friday, Jan. 22, at 7:30 p.m. with Cox as
speaker. Refreshments will be served.

,Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, Rt. 2, are the
parents of a daughter born Tuesday, Dec. 15, at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The baby
weighed seven pounds 13 ounces, measured 20 inches and has been named Emily Dawn. They have
another daughter, Christie Leigh, 6. The couple
owns and operates J. P. Nesbitt's Gifts and Accessories.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nesbitt
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wiggins. Great grandparents are Cozy Lawrence and Conrad Hutson.

Clergy workshop scheduled
Lourdes Hospital and McDowell Cancer Network
of Paducah Community College will present a
workshop for clergy entitled "Clergy Care of
Cancer Patients and: Their Families" Tuesday,
Jan. 26, from 1 to 4:30 p.m. The workshop will be in
Rosenthal Hall, PCC.
CEU's will be awarded to participants. For information persons may call 1-442-1310.

Murphy completes course
Marine Pvt. Beck A. Murphy,son of Paul E. Murphy, New Concord, has completed seven weeks'

•

Carroll shower rescheduled
A shower for Helen Carroll has been rescheduled
for Sunday, Jan. 24, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. She is the widow of Hafford Carroll.
The Carroll home was destroyed by fire Jan. 10.
She is residing temporarily with her son, Billy Carroll and his family.

Senior citizens' tours
planned by Thomas
Toopie Thomas, tour
director for MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens, has announced a
tour calendar for 1982.
A tour to The Holy Land
is planned for Feb. 21 to
March 4. Another trip
planned in March will be
seven days to Orlando,
Fla.
In April a day's trip for
Dogwood Trail, Paducah,
with lunch included is
scheduled.
Three trips to World's

Mr. and Mrs. John Littleton

Your Individual
Horoscope

Fair at Knoxville, Tenn.,
are scheduled in May, July and October.

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 21,1982
What kind of day will tomor- now . Luck comes through
An overnight trip to a
baseball game and zoo at row be? To find out what the others, but hard work benefits DEAR ABBY: Being
St. Louis is planned in stars say, read the forecast you on the job. Eejoy the com- an avid reader of you colgiven for your birth Sign.
forts of home life.
August. ,
umn, I read with interest
ARIES
LEO
the letter from "D. from
In November a 10 days' (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erkt (July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll enjoy popularity and Your love life blossoms now. Big D" imploring you to
trip to Hawaii including
three islands is schedul- the admiration of others. The real thing is possible, so stop printing all those
Singles meet with romance forgo unnecessary fantasy. boring reruns, which you
ed.
and married couples have Creative types. experience call your "golden oldies."
information
perFor
happy times together.
true inspiration.
I agree with "D." I never
sons may call Thomas, TAURUS
VIRGO
753-8274, or write Rt. 1, ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr
)
% read beyond the first
Almo, Ky. 42020.
You may receive unex- Business mixes well with sentence if I've read it
pected recognition. Sociability pleasure. Practicality should before.
aids your career. Friends pre- be your watchword when When you do get resent you with novel business shopping. You benefit greatly quests for reruns,
For Information
proposals. Trust your intui- from the good will of others. wouldn't it be wiser (and
tion.
Regarding
more profitable) to direct
LIBRA .
GEMINI
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
these ninnies to the
Electrolysis
1May 21 to June 20)
Self-discipline enables you nearest bookstore to buy
(Permanent
Romantic feelings deepen. to channel creative energy
Joint endeavors are blessed. wisely. Relations with your new book,"The Best
Removal of Hair)
Evening favors going out for a children and loved ones are of Dear Abby"? All those
Call
"golden oldies," from
good time or qwetly enjoying happily accented.
your Thanksgiving
a hobby.
SCORPIO
CANCER
dtki)
pc {Oct.-23 to Nov. 21) In'elP prayer to your annual
(June 21 to July M )
Home entertaining is New Year's resolutions,
Feelings are reciprocated favored. Affectionate ties with are in that book.
family
are reinforced. For my part, you can
'ONE OF THE YEARS 5 BEST FILMS...
Finances improve, but keep skip the reruns and give
AN EXTRAORDINARY PRODUCTION!"
developments confidential.
us some fresh new
SAGITTARIUS
af
material and good
Jo•oLs•
A Visually
(Nov.
22
to
Dec.
21)
Stunning
Bre..tht.il.
Buy something special for laughs.
Atithe•ot is
BIG G.IN LITTLE L
the home. Put decorative
••• ideas into motion. When in a
social mood, remember to DEAR ABBY: "D.
Ho conquered
visit your old friends.
from Big D" has my
hww and clooth
Now he walks
CAPRICORN
heartfelt sympathy. ApOw winds
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
parently "D" never perof otorney!
Spruce up your appearance mitted his mother
to
and indulge yourself a bit. repeat
the same nursery
Work from behind the scenes
for greater career benefits. rhyme, has never sung
the same hymn in church,
Trust your hunches.
or thrilled to the words of
AQUARIUS
.
4
_s4
Lincoln's Gettysburg Ad(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
TREVOR HCANARD1.•••••••caa-0
Though social life is dress when delivered by a
-•%RINE NEDIN
a•Mil• WAS .E.M.A
L•1 •••••C•D 401,3 CCP.0.1
s•••
favored, you'll want to save
••••.
•
••••
.0•000.
•
••
••r.••••• •••••
some time for private
•••..sc •••••••••
moments with a loved one.
•
Distant interests prosper.
eadfrot
d
PISCES
STARTS FRIDAY —50tafeaseagef(
Thursday,Jan.21
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) I
Keep your aspirations high South Pleasant Grove
to attain career goals. The Homemakers Club will
7:10, 9:25
good will of friends is also an meet at 1:30 p.m. in
+ 2:00 Sat., Sun.
home
awl Your popularity is on of Delpha
Taylor.
the upswing.
YOU BORN TODAY are
multi-talented, but inclined to Twin Lakers Antique
scatter your energies. Self- Car Club will meet at 7
discipline will be the keynote p.m. At Gateway
of your success. Science, Restaurant, Draffenville.
engineering, banking and
public We appeal to you, but Murray Women of
you're aLso drawn to the arts. Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Do not let the need to work at lodge hall.
hard keep you from developing your creative gifts. Be
willing to learn the technical Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
aspects-of your craft and you of Beta Sigma Phi is
can be assured that you will scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
receive remuneration.
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gifted orator.
I am program chairman for three organizations, and one of my cardinal rules is: "If a guy's
good, get him back!"
Thus I have had the
pritrilege of hearing the
same speaker, often with
the same speech, two or
three times. No audience
has ever complained.
Reruns? Hell, yes!
What's wrong with encores?
M.C.W. FROM
ROCHESTER,N.Y.
•••

ED SLABOTSKY
S..

DEAR AlIBY: I'm glad
somebody finally spoke
up about the reruns. A
few are worth reading
again — like your New
Year's resolutions, but
please, Ab,take it easy on
all those syrupy poems,
prayers, quotes and
philosophical "gems"
you feel you must share
with your readers.
I read your column to
see what you have to say
— not to get a lecture or a
sermon from somebody
else.
DICK IN DENVER
•••
DEAR ABBY: In
regard to the letter from"D in Big D": I think the
"D." in his or her name
must stand for "Dummy."

DEAR ABBY: So "D.
FROM BIG D." doesn't
care for reruns. Poor
baby. When his wife says,
"I love you," what does
he say? "You already
said that once"?
LITTLE J. FROM THE
BIG APPLE
•••
DEAR ABBY: Bravo
for "D. from Big D"!
Your reruns are invariable maudlin, folksy,
corny, vintage 1899, Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale
"up-by-your-bootstraps"
baloney!
Abby, you are super
terrific when you cut to
the heart of a problem we
can all relate to and
deliver a sharp and witty
answer. But please forget
those golden oldies.

Many times I have clipppd out the reprints
rather than the original
article because I felt that
the article was more relevant to my life when it appeared as a reprint than
as a first-run article.
Keep running the
reprints, Abby. I may be
only 13, but I appreciate
them more than some
adults. And they say the
nation's youth is going
down the drain. Ha!
YOUNGER AND

.-.wtcWOO
,

'reta-ve
•

•tr

Tem)

Reruns of Abby columns cause
ranting and raving of readers

753-8856

700,9:15

Mr. and Mrs. John Littleton of Buchanan,
Tenn., will celebrate
their goldpn gedding anniversary Sunday, Jan.
24. An open house will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at their
home.
The event will be
hosted by their son and
daughter-in-law, Charles
and Janice Littleton, Rt.
2, Hazel.
The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Littleton
were married Jan. 22,
1932, in the home of
Brooks Bucy. Their attendants were Brooks and
Lottie Bucy of Buchanan.
Mrs. Littleton is the
former Thyra Lee
Grubbs, daughter of the
late Charles S. Grubbs
and Jessie Buchanan
Grubbs. Mr. Littleton is
the son of the late Dr. Joe
Littleton and Lura
Cooper Littleton.

Coming community events

•

NM@

Thursday,Jan. 21
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Joe's Family Restaurant.

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
has canceled its meeting
due to weather conditions.

Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Mrs. Carl
Hosford.
Men's Stag Night is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club
with E. W. Dennison, Bob
McGaughey, Phil Bryan
and Gary Havestock—incharge.

Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club will meet at 6:30
_p.m. at Triangle Inn.
America's first atomic
submarine, the Nautilus,
was launched at Groton,
Conn., in 1954.

By Abigail Van Buren
WISER
•••
DEAR ABBY: This is a
"yes" vote for reprints. I
tend to need reminders,
so I appreciate them.
Phil, I had misplaced
that marvelous pecan pie
recipe, and your recent
reprint was a welcome
surprise in time for the
holiday.
As long as I'm writing,
I'd like to comment on the
letter from "Evelyn from
N.J." who took you to
task for being "unfair" to
smokers. The situations
she mentioned —
"drinkers, dopers, teenage unwed mothers and
all the sex gluttons who
brought VD back, etc." —
involve a certain degree
of consent on the part of
those involved. But when
a smoker blows smoke into the face of a nonsmoker, the only alternative is to stop
breathing. I become so
annoyed with people who
forget they are not alone
on this planet!
REPRINTS, YES!
SMOKERS,NO!
GOING TO
EXTREMES .
KOTZEBUE, Alaska
(AP) — Eskimos
far North have a more intense blood flow to their
hands and feet than do
most other humans.
A widening of the blood
vessels, called vasodilation, permits abundant
blood flow to the extremities. As a result,
Eskimos have warm
hands even in cold
weather.
Their basal metabolic
_ rate is 20 to 40 percent,
higher than that of people
in _more southerly
regions, it was reported
by Natural History
magazine.
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All Fall And Winter

Boots

1/2

Girls & Boys
Price

Shoes
$5 $1 0
Duck Shoes

Rack Of

•
•

1K2
(' SHOE
BIZZ

$1800

Boots

1/2

Slob Sliced

Bacon

SHOE
BIZZ, 112.

•
•

Price

$' 09

Lb.

Fun Boddie

Selected Group
Of Fall & Winter

Wieners
01
)

Shoes $1 0°°

(Grime-14141es
oliti Khaki)
BEI AIR SHOPPING CEATER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 502-753-7403
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This Week's
Special
At Big John's

1201.
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Big John's

An

Mother Goose Shoes
tauTmosina MAUR

Mvrrsy
U.S. 641 South
Murray, ly.
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Smith-Jones vows solemnized Wedding vows said-a church
Stacy Lynn Smith and
PFC. Thomas 0. Jones
were marries1 Saturday,
Dec. 26, at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist
Chaprch.
Dr. Walter.E. Mischke,
Jr., officiated. Carol
Kelley provided the
music.
Parents of the couple
• • are Dr. and Mrs. Charles
G. Smith and Mr. and
' Mrs. J. R. Jones,Jill of
Murray.
The bride wore a dress
of white polyester silk
with gold threads. The
bodice featured a vneckline, a gold belt, and
long cuffed sleeves.
She carried a silk bouquet of white roses, white
carnations, lilies of
valley, red rosebuds and
white streamers.
Lynne Beatty was maid
of honor. She wore a rose
polyester dress and carried a long stemmed pink
silk carnation.
,
Cpl. Bob Harris of Fort
• Campbell was best man.
The candles were
lighted by Dr. Mikel D.
Smith, Richmond, Va.,
brother of bride.
Mothers of the couple
- were presented silk orchid corsages.
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall.
Mrs. Joseph H. James
of Paducah and Mrs. DurMr.and Mrs.Thomas0.Jones
wood Beatty served the
cake and punch.
Cindy Jones, sister Of
The 'ride, a 1980 Murray State University. Cond.)
, High School, is
The groom, a 1980 stationed with 1-502nd Inthe groom, kept the guest graduate of Murray High
book.
School, is a student at graduate of Calloway fantry at Fort Campbell.
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Pancreas acts up
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- Four
years ago when I was in colloge I had my first attack
with my pancreas. The doetor said it could be caused
by many different things.
drank a lot of beer thatsumtmer and nothing happened
to me- But when I started to
school again I had another
attack. Both times I was in
the hospital a week.
The following summer I
was drinking beer again
without a problem, then one
night I ate spicy food and
drank a lot of beer and it
happened again. I was in the
hospital for 15 days: My
amylase was elevated to
around the 400 mark, and 15
days later was finally
normal.
I work 40 to 50 hours a
week and enjoy going out on
weekends and relaxing in
the bars. I still go to the bar
where my friends are but
feel out of place because I
only drink soda now. I'm
only 26 and I. am very
unhappy about my situation.
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If my life depends upon it
I'll quit drinking forever, but
I wish I could live a normal
life. Why does alcohol cause
people's pancreas to act up?
DEAR READER - VON
would ..be smart to assume
that your life does depend.
upon your not drinking any
alcohol. The inflammation
occurs because some of the
powerful digestive enzymes
from your pancreas leaks
out into the tissues of the
pancreas itself and literally
starts digesting it. That is
why your amylase goes up.
Alcohol causes the duct that
drains your pancreatic
enzyme juice into your small
intestine to go into spasm,
preventing drainage. At the
same time it stimulates the
pancreas to produce more
enzyme juice. The buildup in
pressure increases the leakage and triggers the attack.
Once you have had this happen you are more prone to
have it happen again.
Alcohol can also damage

THE ACES

IRA G. CORN, JR.

This contest is conMary Ann Barrow will Phi sorority in a contest
represent Xi Alpha Delta for Valentine Queen and ducted each year by Beta
Sigma Phi chapters all
Chapter of Beta Sigma her Court.
over the world.
PLANNING
A celebrity, chosen-by-TO MARRY?
the International office,
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
will choose the queen and
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedher court from pictures
ding reports.
sent by each chapter.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
Barrow and her husnot, should be delivered within two weeks of the
band, David, will be
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
honored at a banquet
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
Feb.4 at SevenSeas.
Mary Ann Barrow
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
The Antarctic ice cap was completely penetrated
for a wedding article are available at the
for the first time in 1968, when rock was struck at a
newspaper office,106 N.4th St.
depth of 11
/
2 miles.
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Women's Children's
Shoes Shoes
1 4oo $900
t.
,.
$25op S1 4 oo:,
Men's Hand• ba_ gs.
Shoes
1 7oo
1 /2
$37s o Price
• Women's
Boots 40 lo
Men's 40 X)
Boots

olic

Reg. 18.00 to 28.00
New

keg. 10.00 to 46.00

Reg. 45.00 to 84.00

Italian Spaghetti
Special

One Grey,

Reg. 56.00 to 92.00

1% ith Garlic Bread
Salad 40 E.tra

New

Off Reg. Price
Now

Off leg. Price

All Sales Final-No Refunds-No Exchanges
No layaways

7-i)9` Special For kid.
-1
In%ide Dining Onl.

a.

Burnett's Shoes
1 / 2 Price Sale

I -20-A
NORTH
"There are people who
•7 5
can talk sensibly about a
Q7
controversial issue without
OKQJI0975
taking sides; they're called
•K 3
humorists." - Cullen High- WEST
EAST
tower.
•108 6 3
•Q J 4
West must find the killing
V9 42
lead to beat today's doubled 4132
*A6
•AQJI1U8
game. A review .of the bid- '45 5 4ding • that took place should
SOUTH
•A K 9 2
help him, but only if he conA K J 10
siders why East failed to bid
*8 4
Reg. 28.00 to 50.00
earlier. Look only at the
497 2.
West hand and the bidding
Now
to, see if you can pass the
Vulnerable: Both Dealer•
test.
North. The bidding:
If West leads either major
$
suit, declarer will have an North East South West
3*
Pass
3 NT
Pass
easy time. Declarer will Pass
Dbl.
All
win, knock out East's ace of
pass
diamonds and East's imagi'native double will, be
Opening lead 7
charged with two doubled
bad odds on this possibility.
and vulnerable overtricks.
• .When Ace Bob Hamman If not a major suit, then
held the West cards, he East's long suit had to be
found the right lead and for clubs and Bob's logical reaall . the right reasons. Bob soning gained him a bushel
led a club and East lost no of points.
time collecting five clubs
Bid with Corn
and the diamond ace for
down' two. -A- 1650:noint South holds
1-20-B
Reg. 34.00 to 75.00
•Q J 4
swing on the choice of openV 9 42
ing leads!
•A6
How did Bob know to lead
4 A Q J 108
a club? Bob deciphered that South
North
$
East had at least one con- 14
I*
trol of dummy's long suit, a 24
24
tood hand and a semi-solid ^
suit of his own. What suit ANSWER: Two no trump.
To '
could that be? It was very Show the spade stopper and
secthe
raise
unlikely that East's suit was no reason' to
a major for two reasons. If ond, suit with only three
a major, East might have trumps.
bid his suit over three dia- Send bridge questions to The Aces.
Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
monds and further, West's P.O
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
One Group
length in the majors offered for reply
•

Valentine queen candidate announced

ES!

F rev Refill'. On Drink'..

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M

Burnett's Shoes
Vise

You Can't Ent This Ge.od At How For This Priv.

- Downtown Paris
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THE BAHAMAS
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the tissue directly 4ust'as it yeast -Any help will be
damages the liver. hereare appreciated.
many cases of pancreatitis,
DEAR READER - How
though, that are not caused do you knovryour child is
by alcohol.
allergic to these substances?
I am sending you The If you were told this by your
Health Letter number 11-4.. (lector you need to have a
The Pancreas. Your Enzyme- talk with him and fliid out
Organ, which you will want exactly *bat he -wants your
read. -Others who want - - child to avoid:
• this issue ,can send 75 cents
Riboflavin, niacin and thiwith a long, stamped, self- amine,are all essential vitaaddressed envelope for it to mins. While yeast is a rich
me, in care of this newspa- source for them that does
per, P.O. Box 1551. Radio not mean your child is allerCity Station, New York, NY gic to these vitamins. And
10019. Believe me, giving up you will find all of these in
alcohol is a small price corn- other common foods.
pared to the other problems
Your child cannot possibly
you can develop if you stim- have good health unless- he
ulate repeated attacks, gets his daily requirements
DEAR DR. LAMB - I've of these vitamins. So it is no
searched everywhere in vain surprise that you find these
for information on a yeast- vitamins listed as an ingredfree diet. My 8-year-old is ient in many foods. Thiaallergic to both baker's and mine, for example, is found
brewer's yeast, also to in ham, milk, cereals and
wheat and peanuts. Every beans. Niacin is in liver,
package or can I pick up meat,. poultry and legumes.
seems to have riboflavin. Riboflavin is widespread in
niacin and thiamine in it, common essential food
which I understand is from groups.

rslher Mae Edwards
William Thomas
James were married Friday, Dec. 25, at cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
The Rev. David Fambrough officiated at the
ceremony at 2 p.m.
The bride is the
daughter of Goldie Craig
Kidwell and the late Rev.
Elmer Kidwell of Walton.
The groom is son of
Christine Williamson
Fritzof Alorganfield.For her weddi,ng the
bride wore a pink nylon
dress trimmed in white
ribbon, p&arls and lace.
Her elbow-length veil of
illusion was attached to a
tiara headpiece. She carried a small bridal bouquet.
The bride's only attendant was Parker Brown
who wore an ivory gunney sack frock.
The groom wore a
tweed jacket and corduroy slacks. He had a
yellow rose boutonniere.
Gerry Speight, wearing
a blue corduroy suit,
:was,
Mr.and Mrs. William Thomas James
groomsman.
After the ceremony the various parts of Ken- residing at 709 Story Ave. training and the groom is
couple left for a visit with tucky.
The bride is completing a pre-med student at
relatives and friends in
The couple now is her registered nithe's Murray State University. 5
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PACKAGE PRICE INCLUDES:

cciregOry roctrff •
alion in superior • 7A-acinfthod-.
•
-Two hour Nassau and country sightseeing tour'Super saver Club Book offering Discounts at lestidurants, night spots, ships and attractions,

A

CIELTA
\
Ale: LINES*

Air transportation on Delta Airlines scheduled flights from Nashville to Nos%au, round trip on a
Tour Basing Fore of $290 00 per person.
EXTRA TO PAY FOR: •
tax; meals, transfers; items Of a persoriat-nerture Pr-rces ore---rrrdeparture
Rcorn taxes and Bahamas
effect until April 15th, 1982 Air fare is subject to change without notice

PRICE PER PERSON BASED ON TWO SHARING A ROOM:
NASSAU HOTELS
BALMORAL BEACH
AMBASSADOR BEACH
NASSAU BEACH

3 night package

7 night package
$666055.
752.

$429
4S5.
492.

5640.
717.
770.

444.
477,
SOO.

-1-

PARADISE ISLAND HOTELS
HOLIDAY INN
BRITANNIA BEACH
LOWES PARADISE ISLAND .•

.WLett•-•

Includes Dresses - Blouses
Skirts - Sweaters - Slacks - Etc!

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
711 Mein Street
Murray, Ky. 42011
753.4646

•

127 South 7th Street
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
247-8747

•

•
•

Y

AVAILABLE

•

•e

•

••

ritit;6-i -IMF. Mt MITA%.

•

..LULEA -0111164. odariolo).January KC IMIS

ii

Home Owned
&

Don't Worry Murray...We Will
Not sBe Undersold!

7-;;;*ilikaZ= law*

We Reserve The
d Right To Limit
Quantities

• ••

6e

Hours:
m to 1) p.m.
Everyday

Bel -Air
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Wed. 1-20 Mu Tues. 1-26-82

DUNCAN HINES
LAYER

AKE
MIXES

CRISCO

LIMIT ONE PER FANIV,T
WITH $10.011 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

PETER PAN
DELL'

Al

CA MIX

PEANUT
BUTTER
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

SUNSHINE SALTINE

PAR- AMOUNT BEEF

65'

CRACKERSILB.BOX

1- 7
17
1

COFFEE

"I 18-3OZ.9JAR $')19
I
AB 1 1.11.tiiii

(ALL VARIETIES)

=.

FOLGERS

69

TAMALES

IS OZ.

PAR KAY
PARKAY

SUNFLOWER SELF RISING

8

CORN
MEAL

PEPSI or 7-UP

MARGARiNE

•

DIET OR REG.
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)6 Pk. 10 OZ.

-

•

I,

PLUS DEPOSIT

nit.
FINAL TOUCH FABRIC

SCOT LAD
BUTTERMILK

FOOD GIANT WNW) •

SOFTENER

99

BISCUITS

(WITH COUPON BELOW) ....32 OZ.

....6 PK.

FLAK-041CH COTTAGE

CHEESE

24

$ 1 39

"111110011111111111,

LIQUID

BAKE
RYiS liCEEas
o
SBU
0
PILL
c

CHEEZ ITS

11111261 F91/111

IN,

FROZEN
ORE IDA

TISSUE

$1 09

/$1

BEANS

TEA BAGS

DRESSING..I...$oz.69 4

BEANS

DOMINO POWDERED

KELLY'S WITH BEANS

DRESSING
SCOT LAO CREAM STYLI

CORN

soz 75'

Limit One Per Family
3-11
All lieedry

•

Detergent --1$ 1 69 1

•
49 n. s
c)0(1 Only At Storey's
Ex

41

1-26-82

1Ph oz. 3

is1 °9

100 CT.$ 1

Limit'One Per Family
Fiskel Touch

Fabric Softener

1

24 a.

Good Only At Storey's
Ex 1-26-82

1

I

3/

HUNT'S TOMATO

89

46 OZ.

1-9

Good Only At Storey's,

69

2110 CT.

CARNATION INSTANT

MILK

HT.

HUNGRY JACK INSTANT
3207.

COUPON

=

15 OZ.

.. is oz.694 TISSUE.

TEA BAGS

1

•

KLEENEX

'soil/ 89' LIQUID

Syrup
$ 09

_4.1/99

2 BEANS
$1'

DOVE DISHWASHING

Limit One.Per Foritily
•
Log Cabin
Covntry litchis

75' BEANS

"1207.$119 BEANS

CHILI

011R01-----

5

RUSH'S GREAT NORTHERN

RUSH'S CUT GREEN

IL. 49

$1
I
....2401.

BUSH'S CHILI NOT

BEANS

KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

fci

802

MEAT
LIPTON 48 CT.

SUGAR

•\

DRESSING

COT LAD CUT GREEN
i

79 OIL
BUSH'S BAKED

KELLY'S LUNCHEON

81tarr BUTTERMILK

MORTON FRIED

4 ROLL

KRAFT ITALIAN

BUMS KIDNEY

I

FRENCH FRIES

1"

32 01.

SUNSHINE 1601.

WESSON VEGETABLE

EDON BATHROOM

DAWN DISHWASHING

POTATOES
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Wisk
Liquid Laundry
Detergent

32or
Good Only At Storey's
6-82

We
Accept
Food
Stomps
MIN

4144%..

•

COLO.REI
BEST

•

•

COPY

../

GROUND BEEF

riginate
Ui-BONEsDAc

99!

21B9

.

FAMILY PACK

'a/

STEAK

$21
.9

FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

SWIFT PREMIUM

We Accept Food Stamps

sraimis

GROUND
FIELD ALL VARIETIES

CHUCK

WIENERS

FAMILY PACK te:

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS RIBEYE

STEAK

FIELD

$399

-

BOLOGNA

LB.

ALL AMERICAN BONELESS
FIELD

HAM

LB.$1 79

120!.$

MIEN AS

39

FRYER
FIELD

THIGHS

Ls.$119

CHILI

$
LI.

SLICED AMERICAN

$1 29
LB
•

FRYER

LEGS

19

CHEESE

1

LB $219

ARMOUR CHICKEN FRIED

994 STEAK

ER

Bale
,

SLICED Le.

$1 69

•

89
79

3 LB. BAG YELLOW

IIIIKERg

ONIONS

-

00

8

20 LB. BAG RED

WHITE
IEAD

NAM & CHEESE

LOAE.6
.94

S

W ItH

•••-•••••

- 4,••
0

994

POTATOES

t4p,

„. 4".•

-

FLORIDA
31

REME HORNS . .3/89
GLAZED

-

1s9

TANGERINES...

CHICKEN DARK MEAT

DONUTS

1.

FBOLOGNA

$159
DOZ.

SNACK BOX

$1 25

Coconuts
LARGE

FOOD GIANT CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

300°°

•

PINEAPPLES
GOLDEN

APPLES,

299' MUSHROOMS

99'

20 LB BAG

994 BIRD SEED
POPS-R1TE

299' POPCORN

$599

_

=441

4 LB. BAG $1 79

Lost Week's Nome: Rosa Hole, Hardin
Cord Not Punched

ORED PRINT

OPY AVAILABLE
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•
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Dog involved in custody fight

Pump problems cause

reactors to shut down
CHAT 1' ANOOG A,
Tenn. (API — The two
reactors at the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Sequoyah nuclear power
plant shut down within
hours of each other
because of pump problems, a TVA spokesman
said.
The Unit 1 reactor at
the plant north of Chattanooga shut down
automatkallyat L57 a.m.
EST Tuesday, and the
Unit 2 reactor turned
itself off at 2 p.m. EST.
said Gil Francis, a
spokesman for the utility
in Knoxville.
Francis said both shutdowns were caused by
problems in feed-water

pumps in non-nuclear
parts of the reactors and
posed _no. threat to. the
plant or nearby residents.
The reactors were to be
restarted as soon as the
problems were fixed,
Francis said.
Sequoyah Unit I is one
of four nuclear reactors
TVA uses to supply electricity to 2.8 million
customers in Tennessee
and parts of Georgia.
Kentucky, Alabama,
Mississippi, North
Carolina and Virginia.
The recently licensed
Unit 2 reactor is undergoing low-power tests in
preparation for joining
the federal utility's power
system.

PLYMOUTH, Mass. they moved from
AP - He's 14 years old, Scituate.
About the same time,
his name is Teddy and
Mrs.
Kroll found an ina
of
middle
the
he's in
custody fight between jured,.collarless dog in
two Massachusetts'the shrubs in front of her
couples. The couples home.
"He was wobbly with
have agreed to temporary joint custody, but dried blood caked to his
Teddy may not know hindquarters," Mrs.
what the fight is all about Kroll said after the temporary joint-custody
— he's a dog.
Until Thursday noon, agreement was struck
the collie-shepherd mix Monday in the Plymouth
will live in Duxbury with courtroom of Judge
William and Susan Augustus Wagner.
Graham and be called
Mrs. Kroll said she
Teddy. Then he becomes tried unsuccessfully to
Ginger and moves 10 find the dog's
owner
miles to Pembroke to live through police, dog ofKroll.
with Kathleen
ficers and animal protecJAYCEE WEEK — Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
The tale of Teddy — or tion agencies, and
then
(seated), along with Don Rogers, director of the
Ginger — is a curious Ginger, as he
was
named,
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, proclaims Jan.
story of a sudden disap- became part of the fami17-23 as Jaycee Week in Murray.
pearance, a mysterious ly.
injury and an anonymous
Back at the Graham
phone call.
2 years ago, household, things looked
/
It began 31
when Teddy disappeared bleak. The Grahams
from the Graham's home eventually lost hope of,
Harlan County communi- received no complaints in nnvhury shortly after findine Teddy.
from residents about the
ty of 300.
clink), about 2,800 feet
Officials said that Mrs.
from their homes, but
Woolum's home was
said Mrs. Woolum had
destroyed along with two
complained about a
BOSTON (AP) -- ways to make manageothers. Three houses
pond approx- Boston
sludge
Edison has taken ment more aware of safewere damaged seriously
and nine others received imately 900 feetirom her steps to make sure that ty procedures at the
safety violations at its Plymouth plant.
minor damage. At the house.
Mrs. Waolum also had Pilgrim
time of the disaster, the
nuclear power
"There was no danger
Red Cross estimated that complained to Eastover plant, which prompted a to the public," said Karl
on
officials
several
occanearly. 60 families had
recOrd proposed fine of Abraham, an NRC
sions about discharges of $550,000, do not
been displaced.
recur, a spokesman. However, he
slate and water onto her company official
said.
said, if systems intended
The U.S. Office of Sur- property.
face Mining said the
On Aug. 30, 1979, she filThe fine, the largest to reduce the conserefuse-disposal area con- ed a lawsuit against proposed in NRC history, quences of a serious accitained at least 75,000 Eastover, charging that was levied against Boston dent "were not fully
cubic yards of coal slurry the firm "has performed Edison for "unacceptable workable, it's clear the
and "watery mud" from its mining operations in- circumstances" — its, consequences would have
the mining company's ...a grossly negligent failure to comply with been more serious."
preparation plant as well manner."
federal standards in two
John R. Stevens,
as slate and debris from
She sought $16,000 in safety systems at the 655 Edison's vice president
its mine.
damages but a Harlan megawatt plant.
for corporate relations,
OSM reclamation Circuit Court jury awardThe staff of the Nuclear said the company's own
specialist Shirley Goodin ed her $2,500, plus court
Regulatory Commission, inquiry "indicates there
said the agency had costs.
which announced the fine has been unintentional
• Tuesday, is asking that non-compliance which
the utility draft a plan the company has since
within 30 days detailing taken steps to remedy."

Suit cites negligence at waste dump
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
A damage suit filed
against Eastover Mining
Co. by the son of a woman
killed in a coal sludge accident asks $11,300,000 in
damages.
The suit accused the
company, which owns the
impoundment at Ages,
Ky. where the slide occurred, of alleged
negligence in the design,
construction and operation of the dump.
A collapse of the impoundment last Dec. 18,
sent a tidal wave of waste
down a mountain and into
the community.
Nellie Woolum, a 65-year -old retired
postmaster, was killed in
her sleep when the sludge
demolished the house.
More than 100 of her
Harlan County neighbors

fled into the early morning darkness.
The suit was filed in
U.S. District Court at
London in behalf of Clark
Woolum, executor of the
estate, who lives at
Milford, Ohio, according
to attorney Gene Goss.
Eastover president
Norman. Yarborough
declined comment, explaining that he hadn't
seen the suit.
Goss said the suit seeks
$1,005,000 in compensatory damages, including funeral expenses; $200,000 for pain
and suffering; $125,000 in
property damages; and
$10 million in punitive
damages.
The wall of sludge
released from the
disposal area affected at
least 44 homes in the

trained policemen and
keep untrained constables.
Robert Likes and Tommy Sampson, the two
constables with training,
are also county
policemen.
The controversy over
whether to keep the county police force intact
dates back to 1978,
sources said, when R.S.
"Sammy" Wood, former
judge-executive, named
most Of the county constables to the police
forte. The contables were
authorized to use blue
lights on their cars, which

some say was the seed of
the controversy.
When the Shelby County department is dissolved Feb. 1, the blue lights
must be removed from
constables' cars under
state law.
The police force was
created in 1964 and Hardin was the only officer
from 1968 to 1978. Three
private security guards,
two .emergency medical
technicians and the county dog warden were later
added to the department
by Wood.
Up to a year ago, officers on the force got no
pay from the county.

Jealis
Country Biscuit
Breakfast
You'll love Jerry's new Country Biscuits, baked
fresh in our kitchen and served piping hot Our
new Country Biscuit Breakfast has two biscuits
with creamy sausage gravy, plus two eggs
any style and your choice of two bacon strips
or sausage links ... all for a very special price.
Now,that's a whole new reason to...
Take Another Look at Jerry's!

Fiscal Court voted to pay
the officers $3.55 an hour
for eight hours a week,
.but required that they
take a 49-hour course in
police procedures.

Mrs. Kroll said she had
called the Grahams after
someone gave her a
message to talk to them
regarding the dog, but
she has a different

When five officers failed the course or refused
to take it, they were fired.
That left six men on the
force.

Reports
listed
1-18-82
Adults 145
Nursery 5
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Bridget Cope and baby
boy, Rt. 3, Box 252, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Lisa C. Cunningham,
Box 573; Cheryl L.
Johnson, 30 Terrace
Wood Pk., Paris, Tenn.;
James C. Buchanan, Rt.
1, Benton; Hazel I,
Johnson, Rt. 2.
Ruby D. Satterwhite,
Rt. 1; Sally Ann Futrell,
Box 875; Herbert R. Key,
205 North 10th St.; James
E. Steffey, A20 Fox
Meadows; Geneva
Brown,407 Cherry St.
Ralph Ewing Bagwell,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Alton A.
Hagler, 215 Warren,
Paris, Tenn.; Mary P.
Dick, 300 South 15th St.;
Rubble T. Wilson; Rt. 1,
Wingo; Allen McCuiston,
Box166,New_Con_cord, _

CLYDE, Ohio (API —
A minister is fighting a
proposal to hold another
volunteer firefighters'
convention here because
he says he saw "sin and
corruption" during the
last one, including drinking -and "half-naked
ladies."
The Rev. James Lewis
of the 260-membar
Harvest Temple Church.
in Clyde said the last convention happened to fall
on his first day in town,
and he vowed then that if
plans were ever made to
hold another one in Clyde,
he'd fight it.
Lewis packed a Clyde
city council meeting at
town hall Tuesday night
with about 100 people opposed to allowing the Nor-
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Paper announces appointment
ELIZABETWVOWN,
Ky. (AP) — The News
Enterprise has announced the appointment of
Jim Henahan, 30, as'acting managing editor,
succeeding Gerald Lush
who resigned to take a
new position.
Lush will become
general manager of Standard Publishing Co. in
Bardstown. He had been
managing editor of The

News Enterprise since
1974.
The announcement was
made Tuesday by Floe
Bowles, publisher of The
News Enterprise.
Lush came to
Elizabethtown in 1970 as
editor of The
Elizabethtown News
which later merged with
The Hardin County
Enterprise.
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daily publication in 1974.
He also has served as
news editor.
"We have an excellent
staff and the change in
leadership in no • way
changes our commitment
to report accurately and
fairly," said Henahan,
who lives in
Elizabethtown With his
wife and son.
He is a graduate of Ohio
University.
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-1 have enjoyed my 11
years in Elizabethtown
and I will miss The News
Enterprise and people of
the community," skid
Lush whose resignation
becomes effective
Wednesday.
Henahan has served as
assistant managing
editor for five years. He
joined the staff as a
reporter when the
newspaper converted to
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Stevens said Edison
would review the NRC
order before deciding
-action to take.
what
Stevens said the violations "did not result in the
release of radiation ...
Safe operation of the
Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station has been,and continues to be, the company's primary concern."

The NRC report said
the alleged violations
reflected a "lack of
management review and
attention that is
manifested by such problems in design,
maintenance and
operating practices."
Boston Edison is accus2 years
/
ed of failing for 21
to meet federal standards
on a system designed to
remove explosive
hydrogen gas from the
reactor building in the
event of an accident.
. The utility was also
cited for operating three
days last September
without a backup system
.that traps radioactive
materials in the containment building in the
event of an e.mergency.

thwest Ohio Volunteer 1973 — gave the event a half-naked ladies with
Firemans' Association to bad name. But he said the their arms draped across
gather in this community 'gathering earned $13,600 men in firetrucks."
of 5,400 people in the sum- for new equipment and
"I thought,'Man,this is
mer of 1983.
that motels and cam- really a good place for a
"This is the hottest pgrounds profited.
church," he said. "I told
thing to hit Clyde since
He acknowledged that -my wife right then, if this
the people tried to recall the firefighters drank , convention ever returned
a member of town council beer and ran fire engines, to town,I'd fight it."
a few.. years back — I sirens screaming;well in"We've already had the
don't remember who," to the night.
convention here twice in
Lewis said.
the
said
he
But
20 years — that's
Lewis led members of minister's other charges
enough," Lewis said.
his independent fun- are hearsay.
damentalist congregation
Lewis told the fiveBut Lewis said he saw
to the town hall on a enough on his first day in member council he
snowy night to battle Clyde.
doesn't want a lot of
what he calls "three days
"I was coming to town drunks on the town's
of sin and corruption."
for the first time with my main street. Mayor
He faced some foes, led wife," he said, and found Patrick Wadsworth
by volunteer Fire Chief the convention under halted debate and said
Don Moyer.
way. "It was. a Sunday the council would decide
Moyer acknowledged morning and there were at some later date about
that the last firefighters' beer cans all over, people whether the firefighters
convention in Clyde — in drunk in the streets and could come to town.
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Boston Edison was
given until Feb. 18 to respond in writing, and to
pay the $550,000 or protest
it. Abraham said a fine
does not require action by
the full commission,
although the utility can
appeal to the commission
and eventually to the
federal courts.

mister fights plan for convention
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Mrs„.Qraham said the
woman refused to identify herself but promised
to bring the dog to their
house the next day. When
the woman did not show
up, the Grahams began
searching.
"It wasn't too difficult
to find the area where she
lived because of clues she
had given us in the
telephone conversation,"
Mrs. Graham said. The
Grahams found Teddy
and took him home.

recollection of the conversation. She said she
told Graham that she
didn't want to givt the
dog back.
"I .told him I was the
dog's owner, and he was
being well taken care of,"
Mrs. Kroll said.
Now Mrs. Kroll claims
the Grahams trespassed
on her property, removed
the dog's collar and carried him away in their
car.
"If the dog had
recognized them, I
wouldn't be so upset,"
Mrs. Kroll said. "But
Ginger was shaking so
bad the man could hardly
hold him."
The Grahams refused
to return the dog, so Mrs.
Kroll went to court.
Wagner's ruling is to
remain in effect until
Monday, when he plans to
hold a hearing and deeide
who is the rightful owner.

Utility hit with fine for violations

Shelby court abolishes police department
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Shelby County
Fiscal Court agreed
- Tuesday to abolish the
• county police department,effective Feb. 1.
The decision was based
on questions concerning
liability, funding and
. supervision,sources said.
Despite the decision to
dismantle the police
• force, the court did vote
2.. to retain the county's
: seven elected constables.
"However, only two of the
4r-constables have any.
• police training.
Police Chief Jim Hardin said it didn't make
sense to do away with

But then last month the
telephone rang.
"Out of the clear blue,
the day after Christmas,
a lady telephnned," Mrs.
Graham said. "She said,
'You have a missing dog.
I have him."
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Formula
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Wrangler
Regular Fit Boot Jean
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FREE CASH
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U.S. CHOICE
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QUALITY

IOWA
GRAIN FED
BEEF

I

Its Guaranteorff
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Kraft Grape
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Jelly
or Jam
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TABLERITE MEATS

Save Up To 404
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U.S. CHOKE
IOWA GRAIN FED

(Nobody Cooks Like You)

Reelfoot
Fun Buddies

BLADE CUT

(Nobody Cooks Like You)

CHUCK ROAST

KRAFT TV RECIPES
available in TVGuide
or at your
Jim Adams

Kraft
French or
1000 Isle

Pour able Dressings

HOT DOGS
12-0z.59P
Pkg.
(Nobody Cooks Like You)

(Nobody Cooks Like You)

Dressing

)1'

Save Up To 344

Save Up To 154

090
Kraft Country Style or Buttermilk

Biscuits

4 Packill-Oz.

119

Save Up To 104

Kraft Light'n Lively

89°

Cheese Singles

6-Oz•

Savo Up To 20$

16-0z.

Dinty Moore

Beef Stew

24-0z.$149

Compare and Save!

Rav-O-Rich

Cottage Cheese

(Nobody Cooks Like You)

694

12-0z.

Reel-Lean-5-7 Lb.
Picnic Style

BONUS BUYS

PORK
ROAST

Lb 713°

Reelfoot's Sliced

-

BEEF
LIVER

Lb

U.S. Choice

BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

59°

4 Pound Carton
Reelfoot

SHOULDER
ROAST

C

dir

Scott
•

Viva
ToSaywels

Keebler

Crackers

Lb

CENTER CUT
CHUCK ROAST

Lb

Not Much Meat,

Boneless—Fully Cooked

FESTIVAL
Half or Whole Lb.
HAM

VI 39

ITALIAN
SAUSAGE

Taste-O-Sea

979

COD
Lb.
Lb. 1 19 FILLETS
Treasure Isle—Breaded
$0188 FANTAIL
II
Pkg.
16-0z. Pkg.$4
SHRIMP
99

Reelfoot

.67°

Reelfoot Old Fashioned

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

SPECIAL
FREEZOFER
THE WEEK!
Reelfoot—U.S. Choice

$128

Reelfoot's Old Fashioned
•
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Maria Rosa Link

Louis Rich — Sliced

PORK
BRAINS

(Nobody Cooks Like You)

Carton$189

u,..$188
49
Lb 79` SMOKED TURKEY or $
I
Pkg.
sox.
TURKEY HAM...

SOUP
BONES
BEEF
SHORT RIBS
BACON ENDS
Et PIECES

1-Lb.

$169 • LARD
Fischer's-11-15 Lb. Avg.

U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice

Jumbo
Roll

Lb.$I33
NA
BOLOG
Reel-Leen—Family Pack
Lb.$128
Steak
Pork
Fischer's Red Sisk'
12-0x.Pkg.•
$199
Wieners
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Lb $

U.S. Choice•Ana Cut
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Reld's Wooled

SLICED
BOLOGNA

Lb.1
69
$

$ 29
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r
Quarte
Hind
Price includes cutting and wrapping.fCutting loss o
bone and fat approximately 30 lb. per 100 lb.) Avereg
weight - 145-155 Lb.
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Linn rites
conducted
at chapel

Mrs. Grissom
dies; rites
at church

Services for Boyd W.
Linn were today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home
with Harold Irvan officiating. Singing was by
members of Almo Church
of Christ with Hoyt
Cleaver. Jr.,as leader.
Active pallbearers
were Thomas Bell, Hafton Garner, James R.
Miller, Thomas Herndon,
Pete rarley and Ralph
Finney.
Honorary pallbearers
were Kermit Halstead,
Buel Hargis, Cecil
Cleaver, John Richard
Imes, Whit Imes, Gene
Bailey, Wilson Gantt and
Purdom Lovett.:
Burial was in Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Linn. 62, Rt. 3, died
Monday at 6:10 a.m. at
his home.

Services for Mrs. Corene J. Grissom were today at 11 a.m. at
Ruthville Baptist Church,
Fulton. The Rev. Ira
Henderson officiated.
Burial was in Obion
County Memorial
Gardens with arrangements by Hornbeak
Funeral Home,Fulton.
Mrs. Grissom, 72, Martin, Tenn., died Monday
at Methodist Hospital,
Memphis. She was the
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Johp Jones.
Survivors include her
husband, Dewey
Grissom; two daughters,
Wanda Drenner, Murray,
and Dorothie Engstrom,
Hammond, Ind.; three
sons, Samuel and Dwight
Grissom, Martin, and
Travice Grissom, South
Fulton, Tenn.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Thelma
Haygood, Fulton, Mary
Dell Hedge, Detroit,
Mich., and Sue Montey
Cicola, Savannah, Ga.;
four brothers, Hershel
Wesley Jones, Glen
Ellyn, Ill., the Rev.
James Russell Jones,
Maury City, Tenn., the
Rev. Robert Glen Jones
and John Wayne Jones,
Glendale Heights, Ill.
Fourteen grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren also survive.

McKinney
rites tcrday
at church
Services for John D.
McKinney were today at
1:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. Dr. Bill Whittaker, the Rev. Norman
Ellis and the Rev. G. T.
Moody officiated. Music
was by Gus Robertson,
Jr., Richard Jones and
Allene Knight.
Active pallbearers'
were James W. Parker,
Ray Brownfield, Bruce
Russell, William D.
McKinney, Jr.', Dan
- Shipley, Ken Winters,
Jack Wagar and M. C.
Garrott.
Honorary pallbearers
were Durwood Beatty,
Bethel Richardson,
Harold McReynolds,
Jack Clotfelter, Paul
Lyons, George Bleidt,
Otis Joyce, Arthur
Wallace, Vance Leneave,
Jesse Vinson, Joe Dick,
Marvin Harris, Alvis
Jones, Joe Parker, John
Parker, Porter Holland,
Ralph D. Darnell, Mancil
Vinson, Grogan Roberts,
Sid Easley, Hugh Noffsinger, Doc Fuller, Hugh
Oakley, Grayson McClure, George Gray,
Eugene. Tarry, James
Hamilton, Bruce Lane
and James Rogers.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements by J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
McKinney, 55, 901
Stratford, died Saturday
at a hospital in Denver,
Colo.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Adm. Hyman G.
Rickover is turning down
an offer to become President Reagan's adviser on
civilian nuclear power
matters because "he's
not interested in being
just a White House adviser," Reagan says.
The 82-year -old
Rickover, known as the
father of the U.S. Navy's
nuclear fleet, finally is
being retired at the end of
this month after a naval
career that has spanned
some 60 years.
Reagan, during Tuesday's ne.i.c "(inference,

said,'He explained to me
and I could understand
that - that that doesn't
sound very much like
what he'd be interested
in.
The Pentagon announced on Nov. 13 that Reagan
had approved a recommendation by Navy
Secretary John Lehman
that Rickover be replaced. He .is more than 20
years beyond the normal
mandatory retirement
age for generals and admirals.
Rickover is leaving active duty reluctantly, and
Reagan hors offered the

Man dies
from burns

ment. That 1974 law sets
out strict procedures, including a 60-day public
comment period, for
WASHINGTON (API — judges to follow 1n
In the view of attorneys reviewing major angeneral from 24 states,. titrust settlements.
AT&T and Justice
U.S. District Judge
Harold H. Greene must Department attorneys
solicit public comment on have said they will not obthe government's land. ject to Greene following
mark antitrust settle- Tunney Act procedures.
The proposed agreement with the American
Telephone & Telegraph ment, unveiled Jan. 8,
calls for the dismissal of
Co.
Their court filing on the government's 1974 anTuesday suggested that tirust suit against AT&T.
Greene must adhere to In exchange, the giant
the Tunney Act in review- phone company agreed to
ing the proposed settle- give up its 22 wholly ownadviser post in an effort
to soften the blow

ed Bell System operating
companies.
--WASHINGTON
The opening hearing of a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee considering
the Voting Rights Act is
being postponed because
the Reagan administration has not decided its
position on extending key
provisions of the law.
Attorney General
William French Smith
asked for a week's
postponement on Tuesday to give the administration time to

CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) — The Rev.
Timothy Donald Nichols
wept as a judge pointedly
told him he would not be
lectured on what was
called a self-defense,
fatal shooting of a 17year-old boy.
'Nichols pleaded guilty
Tuesday to involuntary
manslaughter in the
death of Robert D. Jones.
The 37-year-old minister
and bible school teacher
wept during the hearing
and as he left the courtroom.
After ordering a presentencing report and
setting-a sentencing date
of March 19, Kanawha
-County Circuit Judge
-John Hey said he would

not attempt to lecture the
minister.
"A human life was
taken," the judge said.
"You're going to have to
live with that."
Nichols, associate
pastor of Cross Lanes Bible Church, said he shot
Jones in self-defense as
the teen-ager was coming
toward him in a threatening manner.
Involuntary
manslaughter is a misdemeanor that carries a
maximum penalty of one
year in the county jail
and a $1,000 fine.
Kanawha County Prosecutor Mike Roark said
he accepted a plea
bargaining agreement in
the case because -he

that convicted rapists be
- but
imprisoned
"wholly exceptional circumstances."
Lord Lane gave no indication of what 'Suchmitigating circumstances might be.
A member of Mrs,.
Thatcher's Conservative •
party, Robin MaxwellHyslop, filed a bill Tuesday designed to ensure
that all convicted rapists
go to prison. But the only
mandatory sentence in
British law is life imprisonment for murder,
and since the bill is not
supported by the government, it stands virtually
no chance of becoming
law.
The current indignation
was started by Judge
Bertrand Richards of
Ipswich who on Jan. 4 set
free a confessed rapist
with a fine of $3,800 and
accused his young victim
of "contributory
negligence" because she
hitchhiked home late at
night after a dance at an
air base. Nearly 50
members of Commons
signed a motion asking
for the judge's dismissal.
Protests mounted when

it was disclosed that
three Glasgow teen-agers
escaped prosecution on
charges of raping and
slashing a 30-year-old
woman because a
psychiatrist said the victim was too traumatized
to testify.
The woman, who required 168 stitches, told
reporters she "was
prepared to go through"
with the trial and didn't
learn that it had been
called off until she read
about it in the papers.
The public was further
aroused this week by a
BBC television documenA
tary that showed officers
of the Thames Valley
police force disputing a
woman's rape complaint
and browbeating her
about her sex life. One
detective accused her of
telling "bloody fairy
tales."

thought a jury might
have found Nichols innocent by reason of selfdefense. He said he saw
the minister the night he
was arrested, and that
Nichols was "probably
more emotionally
distraught than anybody
I've ever seen under
those circurnstances."

Defense lawyer
Chester I.ovett said
Nichols agreed to the no
contest plea because he
"felt it was best it be settled without a long, protracted trial — which it
would have been."
"He was trying to protect the church," Lovett
said.

The youth was shot in
March 1981 near the
minister's home in Cross
Lanes. Police said
Nichols and the victim
were acquainted and that
the ministgr said he had
been har5ssed by the
teen-ager. The nature of
the alleged harassment
was not disclosed.

Assistant Prosecutor
Kent Carper said he was
told by police investigators that Nichols
tried to scare Jones away
by firing birdshot
overhead. Carper said
Nichols fired the fatal
shot when Jones kept
coming toward him.
Nichols works as a
music teacher at the fundamentalist Cross Lanes
Christian School, one of
the largest private
farm on U.S. 60, about 2;12 "because it just changed schools in the state.
miles west of Simpson- hands."
State Police arson inville.
"One of the firemen v'estigator Lowell'
Federal-State Market News Service
who was the first on the Hamilton was called to January 29, 11192
Purchase Area Hog Market
scene said he never heard the scene late Tuesday Kentucky
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 472 Est 600 Barrows S Gilts
a sound from the horses," night.
.25 higher Sows under 450 lbs near
Firemen from fully
Simpsonville fireman
steady over 450 lbs I 00-1.59 higher
. 54575-4425
1-1 210-240 lbs
Paul Whitman said. "It Eastwood and Shelby US
$45.25-45 75
US 2206-226 lbs
544.22.4522
was fully involved when County helped battle the US 2-3226-!7i lbs
Sows
flames.
he arrived."
515.111-36.00
US 1-2273-326 lbs
115.5114500
Whitman said at least US 1-3 303-45.1te
Whitman said firemen
$31.41114.110
US 1-3 450-503 lbs
$49.05.42.110
were unable to im- one cow was also lost in US 1-3 500-650 lbs
42.50
some
mediately learn the name the blaze, along with a US 2-3 310-500 lbs
534.50-35.50
Boars 2550.3150
of the farm's owner quantity of hay.

Horses killed in barn fire
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A fire of undetermined origin raced
through a large barn
Tuesday night at the
Hayfield Farm in Shelby
County, killing 38
American saddle-bred
horses, —needling -to n
spokesman for the Simpsonville Volunteer Fire
Department.
A trainer who
discovered the blaze summoned firemen to the

Hog market
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Final Markdown
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Thursday
Jan. 21st
Unbelievable Prices!

ministration advised
pregnant women to avoid
caffeine, because the
stimulant causes birth
defects in rats.
The agency had noted
the effect of caffeine on
infants was unknown, but
advised expectant
mothers to be cautious.
— While --further
eiridence is being
gathered on the possible
relation of caffeine and
birth defects, a prudent
and protective mother-tobe will want to put caffeine on her list of unncessary substances which-she should avoid," FDA
Administrator Jerry.
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Goyan said at the time.
In the new study, Harvard Medical School doctors surveyed the coffeedrinking habits of 12,205
women who gave birth at
Brigham and Women's
Hospital in Boston between 1977 and 1980.
"Our findings do not
show adverse effects of
coffee consumption but
do add to the data indicating that smoking is
associated with poorer
pregnancy outcomes,"
the researchers wrote in
an article to be published
in Thursday's issue of the
New England Journal of
Medicine.

Beginning
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in the
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is our
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Detectives repeatedly
warned the woman that
she would have to endure
tough, embarrassing
questiohing in court, and
she eventually signed a
statement saying she did
not want the police to pursue her attackers.

Fantastic Savings!

Qraharn & Jackson

so

Ladles

Pregnant women can drink coffee
without harm to babies, researchers

Stock market

make a specific
legislative recommendation, according to a
subcommittee
spokesman.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., a principal supporter of a tough
voting rights extension,
said the delay "is sad
testimony to the continuing across-the-board
disarray within the administration on civil
rights."
The hearings, scheduled to begin today, were
tentatively put off to Jan.
27, when Smith is expected to testify.

Pastor pleads guilty to involuntary manslaughter

Britains want rapists in jail

LONDON (API —
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher has joined in a
growing public demand
in Britain that rapists be
put behind bars.
Lawmakers, women's
organizations and ttie
press are calling for an
end to judicial and police
leniency toward men accused of a crime now being committed on an
average of 1,200 times a
year in Britain.
Echoing public concern
aroused by the recent
handling of three rape
cases, Mrs. Thatcher told
the House of Commons
Tuesday that judges
should sentence most
convicted rapists to
prison terms.
It is absolutely vital
that women should have
confidence in the ability
of the law to protect them
against this violent,
detestable and odious
crime, and to see that
persons are found guilty
should they commit it,"
said Britain's first
woman prime minister.
She said she ivelcomed
-COVINGTON, Ky.
the
recommendation of
(AP) — John Bryant, 69,
Lord
Chief Justice Lane
Tuesearly
died of burns
day when fire broke out in
his two-story frame
home, Covington firemen
said.
The cause of the fire
was not determined. The
BOSTON (AP) — Pregvictim was found on the nant women can drink
first floor.
coffee without harm to
their unborn babies, even
though the government
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Triple knot ties
OK's Raiders,
Racers,'Toppers

Ohio Valley Conference basketball leaders enter
a crucial playing period Thursday through Saturday of this week when all three front-runners are
active.
Murray State, Middle Tennessee and Western
Kentucky all possess 5-1 conference marks. After
Thursday's MSU at MTSU game the standings will
be a little clearer.
Western knocked off both MTSU and Murray at
Bowling Green, and fell to Morehead State at
Morehead to bring about the tangle at the top.
Murray, 3-3 on the road this season, travels to
Murfreesboro before heading to Cookeville and
Tennessee Tech Saturday. Western is in the same
two-game road trip situation with a northern jaunt
to Akron Thursday and Youngstown State SaturTOUGH NIGHT — Farmington's Rusty Pigg (above left and with ball at
day.
right) had a tough time Tuesday against the Tiger defense.(Above)Ted DufMTSU sits in the cat-bird seat with first Murray,
fy (23) lands on Pigg with a rebound while (right) Duffy. Jim West and Al
then Austin Peay coming to Murfreesboro on SaturWells surround the Farmington scoring ace.
day.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
It's highly possible, should each of the three
teams split their scheduled games,Sunday morning
would find all three back at the starting gate with 62 records.
Here's how:
Say Middle Tennessee's Jerry Beck, who leads
the OVC in field goal percentage (59 percent) and
rebounding (9.8 per game)and he's the No.5 scorer
(16.3), receives assistance from teammates Rick
Campbell, who happens to be the league's No. 4
scorer (16.4), and Buck Halley, who is tied for the
him breaking any baseline, scored and was zone defenses to a manFriday Murray faces a the visitors 46-22.
By JIM RECTOR
.top shot-blocker honors in the conference (16 total),
records, getting 50 points fouled in the proeess. He to-man attack which rematch with district opEditor
Sports
MURRAY (II)
play above their heads before a screaming capacity
McMillen 6 4-7 16; Duffy 64-4 16; Pace
or anything. Wt-- juit missed his bonus shot "broke the game open," ponent Calloway County.
Rusty
Farmington's
0-0 4; McCuiston 2 145; West 11 5-7 27;
crowd of 11,750 at Murphy Athletic Center.
. Pigg and Murray High's played him straight up." which gave Tiger guard Miller said. The Tiger The contest will be played Wells 4 04 $;- Alexander 43-3 11; BogAnd just suppose Ricky Hood, OVC's No_ 2_re0 1-2 I; Billiogtoa 1-11, Hooper.0
gest
to
preferred
praise
coach
bucket.
tip.in
a
Duffy
Ted
in
West
lineup
With
the
at Murray State's Raeer_ JIIfI' West had a lot in
bounder (9.3), No. 10 scorer (13.2), No.2,percfntage
the Tigers reclaimed the The Tigers quickly robb- his entire squad, instead Arena with the varsity
night.
Totals — 3521-35M.
Tuesday
'common
shooter front the field (59.0), and go.4 ablooker
FARMINGTON
(541
for
solo
any
of
performer,
at
ballhandler
Cat
a
ed
segirls squad playing first
Both played center for lead and entered the
Moreland 3 3-4 9; kitty 2 1-3 5; Pigg 9
(14), suffers from bus lag and has an off night on the
and
attitude
unselfish
its
West's
and
midcourt
16-10.
ahead
p.m.
6:30
at
period
cond
0.00;
4
Smith
1 0-02; Col27;
9-15
Naace
_respective
teams.
their
road.
1042.
•
West said his back followup tap was good for. teamwork.
In junior varsity action leyTotals
Both
seniors.
are
Both
— 20 13-23 53
And what if his Racermate Glen Green, No. 2
didn't bother him much two more points and a 38FHS 30.
Halftime — NHS
scored 27 points.
"Teamwork tonight led Tuesday, MHS swamped
assist man (4:13), No. 2 free throw shooter (87.2 peruntil after the game 30 halftime lead.
height
their
unless
But
to balanced scoring for us
cent)and No.8scorer (13.7),should fail to live up to
The visitors couldn't
is compared — Pigg is 6- although his jumping
as everybody continued
his OVC Player of the Week expectations?
.foot-4, West is maybe an ability was hindered recover and never trim- to work their assigned
It's possible(though to Racer fans highly unlikeinch or two taller — the somewhat. "It keeps me med the margin to 'less roles. Teamwork has
ly) that the Racers could stumble at MTSU.
could end from jumping too high, than 14 after midway been the difference in our
similarities
Now,suppose they do, but bounce back and clobbut tonight I guess I had through the third period.
there.
success so far," Miller
ber Tennessee Tech. Then MTSU suffers a case of
Pigg led all scorers at
positioning. We
good
Murray
at
Tuesday
said.
the big-head and Austin Peay stalls them to death
High, Pigg became the pretty well knew what to the break with 19 while
for an upset win.
The following is a comparison of the perBesides West and Dufone-nran team he's been expect from them Duffy, who claimed 16 for
Then,it's Western's turn.
of Murray High center Jim West and
formances
Tigers
the
fy, guard David McMillen
all year for the Farm- because coach Miller the night, led
First the 'Toppers corral Akron's Joe Jakubick
center Rusty Pigg during Tuesday's
Farmington
half.
the
at
12
with
double
in
figures
scored
opour
of
each
sees
ington Wildcats. Averag(22.6 points per game) and kick the Zips at home.
MHS.
at
game
The first 16 minutes (16) along with Alexing over 28 points per ponents and gives us good
But, hold your horses Clem Haskins, the Penguins
became a fouling free- ander who tallied 11. The
the
in
information
senior
blonde
the
game,
and
stun the Kentuckians at
pull a hat trick
Pigg
West
with the quick first move scouting reports," West for-all with each team Tigers easily out-manned
Youngstown.
27
27
Points
personals.
12
up
45boards
racking
the
on
Cats
the
paced his squad through said.
Now what's left? Anyone for a coin toss?
28.6
15.8
(Pre-game)Scoring Avg
Miller iaid he wasn't sure 29.
retaliated
Farmington
quarters
three-and-a-half
How about a look at the rest of the schedule first?
21
12
Twenty Farmington Rebounds
before fouling out against in the second period after either squad would have
Western has a pair of road games remaining this
1
3
Steals
sethe
play
to
left
to
for
11
anyone
turnovers
only
27nine,
by
behind
falling
the host Tigers.
month — at Austin Peay, Jan. 28, and at Murray,
1
2
shots
Blocked
they
Murray also posed an adWest, on the other 18, and cut the Tiger edge cond half the way
Jan. 30. A definite split there (few teams, if any,
0
5
Turnovers
fouls.
the
collecting
were
ditional
burden
with
remain32-30
to
:42
hand, was performing his
will upset the Racers at home).
1
5
In the second half _Mur- visitors couldn't over- Fouls
usual role as one of the ing.
Then Middle Tennessee traipses to Cookeville
their
from
switched
ray
come.
the
drove
West
Then
blue collar Tiger
where they smother the Golden Eagles on television
workers. His 27 points, 21
Sunday,Jan.31.
three steals
rebounds,
So we enter February with Murray and MTSU
and two blocked shots
grappling with 7-2 marks, Western chomping at the
were his best stets of the
bit a step behind at 7-3.
season, but he shrugged
The first week in February sees MTSU clipped by
NAME BRAND NIERCNANDISI
them off as all in a night's
Akron on the road, Western handles Eastern easily
AT D,SCOUNT PRICES
work.
in Bowling Green, MTSU bounces back with a win
the
been
"Teamwork's
UNCLE LEE WILL NO'
at Youngstown, Morehead State falls at Bowling
BE UNDER SOLO
key for us," he said after
Green, and Murray plasters Austin Peay in a
squad
his
demolished
televised game at Clarksville.
Farmington 91-54. "We
With these developments Murray stands alone at
play our best game
8-2, WKU and MTSU at 9-3 and 8-3 respectively.
Ipmrpt pm?,
against
the best teams.
Murray- suffers a split in their swing through
b.:A.1 Lao
It's the ones we're ex'Death Valley' and Western takes the lead with a
pected to win that are
triumph at Tennessee Tech and a 10-3 mark.
hard to get up for."
Selected Number Of
The Racers stay in the running when Middle
Farmington played
_upsets The 'Toppers at home.Feb.13.
tough the first half, but
With MTSU and Murray at 9-3, and Western at 10dropped to 6-7"while Mur4 the plot thickens.
ray fueled a 10-game twin
Murray 'produces the next upset by tagging
streak with the victory
MTSU at Murray, Feb. 18, and Youngstown
West was suffering
crumbles at Western two days later. The 'Toppers
from a back injury which
on a roll now, polish off Akron at Bowling Green,
has plagued him for the
Feb. 20, and await the rest of the OVC pack to finish
past two or three weeks
with a 12-4 record.
and didn't start the ConThe Blue Raiders recover momentum with a win
test for Murray. From
at Clarksville and a close edging of Morehead State
the bench he watched as
at Murfreesboro and an easy slide past Eastern,
the Cats built a 6-2 lead in
again at the Murphy Center.
the first four minutes.
Both Western and MTSU end their (WC camHis presence in the
paigns with 10-4 marks. Murray does likewise after
lineup forced the Cats to
holding off Tennessee Tech at Murray, but splitting
alter defenses and offenwith Akron and Youngstown on the road.
sively Pigg found West
Now anybody want to flip a coin?
sagging back occasionally with Stuart Alexander
to defend against film
whenever the Farmington ace entered the
lane.
"We really didn't try
The Monday blahs dose of depression a
anything special against
struck the Murray dating error occured.
The Calloway County him (Pigg )," Tiger coach
Ledger & Times sports
(Roinsuits Not Included)
department twice this Lady Lakers played their Cary Miller contended.
week. Once on the usual basketball game against "We were going to give
work-week beginner and .visiting Ballard him what he could get
Prices Good Thurs. Jan. 2Oth-2/th Only
once again Tuesday mor- Memorial on Monday and shut down everybody
New Store Hours: Closed Sunday
night, not Tuesday night else on the team. Of
Pingreported.
as
Be.:ause ti,f this double
course we didn't want

Centers score 27points each

Pigg, Farmington falter in Tiger den

I;

West vs. Pigg
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Marshals dictate outcome; Calloway
Laken reboind but not in time,67-62

a

By JOHN SALERNO
night, but strong defense
by Marshall County shut
Sports Writer
The Lakers scored 22 off Calloway's inside
comeback points in the game in the second half
second quarter Tuesday and boosted the home

team to a 67-62 victory.
Marshall County
jumped out to an early
lead in the first quarter
on five unanswered field

•

KEY PASS - Calloway County's Dan Key passes to a teammate Tuesday
night while Marshall County's Rocky Hudson (left) keeps a close eye on the
ball.
Staff photo by John Salerno

Your discount parts supermart

•

22.99

Alternator
ReinenufniAuiec'
domestic cars Exchange 1
yr warranty

Electronic
ignition module

insure the proper heat on
those cold days_ For most
domestic cars

Heater blowers

parts at Auto
• Premium
Shach's /oar prices

QUAKE
STATE
•93,_k_oToR

.39

Meet gae-11ne
aste4ress•
Absorbs moisture to
keep you going 12-oz
Limit 2

Quaker State
IOWA° motor oil
Limit 6 quarts please

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - The price of a
University of Kentucky
basketball game ticket
will be increased by $1
and a football ticket will
cost $2 more the result of
action taken by the
school's athletics association.
It now costs $7 to watch
a UK basketball game in
the lower section of Rupp
Arena and $5 for upper
arena seats. Football
tickets will increase from
$10 -tcr-412--for- stadium seats and $6 to $8 for endzone bleacher seats, according to UK Athletics
Director CliffHagan.
All schools in the

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

High school
basketball
1.119

.99

Emagoncy fuse krt by
liffelhme tor most
foreign eit•domestic
cars. Linft2.

2.99

061 spout
A handy We tool no
mechanic should be
without

Transmission Mors
Ehm,nate traosro,ss,o,
rhos!
lrOuP/e
lo,,,est,c cars

Hours: Mon-Sat 13 a.m. tit 8 p.m.

Mo.

410

2.99

2.99

Pram air fitter
Reg 377 to 497 For
most domestic and some
foreign cars E1177II 2

Safety flame
Be safe not sorry orotr,
three IS-minute ,lares
By 011n

•
99
•
Shea leak kill.11101
Repairs most cooling
system teaks at cracks
15-oz. Luret2

38.88
48 month battery
Four years of guaranteed
starting power Auto
Stoat,onced to save you
money. Eschew

Open every Sunday
-

wirPRESS

PARTSSERVICE

if dm part you mood is not In stock, Auto
Shack will pot it for you promptly.

AI plow Roe food hor exprewr ports • .41 priedm pow.IMP eaalk.
SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY KY

753.8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS TN

644-9588

Or

TANGLE UNDER GLASS- Laker Jeff Garrison (33) and Marshal Barry
Harrison (42) get wrapped up in a Garrison layup while Laker Keith Lovett
(45) watches from the side. Garrison and Lovett combined for 34 of the
Lakers'62 points, yet the Marshals prevailed at home,67-62.
Staff photo by John Salerno

Southeastern Conference,
except Vanderbilt,
already get $12 for football tickets gnd end-zone
tickets sell fortthe same
price at those schools,
Hagan said.
Hagan told athletics
board members he
the
always regrets
necessity of bringing this
type of recommendation,
but there is obvious
necessity of maintaining
a viable athletics program."
The price of basketball
tickets at other schools
with nationally ranked
programs include
Depaul, $10; Indiana $10;
North Carolina $10;

UCLA $10 and Louisville
and Virginia $8, Hagan
said. The increase is
necessary to meet conference confractural arrangments related to
shared gate receipts, he
added.
Hagan said UK shares
football gate receipts
with other schools in the
conference, but does not
share basketball game
receipts. Last year, home
football game gate
receipts were $2.34
million and guaranteesfor_away games reached
$470,000, he said.
Home basketball
games netted $811,000
and guarantees for away

games were $71,000. The
athletics director also
reported on recent SEC
rules changes which will
permit one additional
basketball game in next
year's season. He said no
decision has been reached about the potential opponent for the added
game.
The athletics board
also authorized Hagan to
spend up to $20,000 on a
trip to Japan for the
Wildcat basketball team
this year. Teams are permitted by NCAA rules to
make one such foreign
visit each four years. The
team visited Japan in

1978. During the twoweek trip to Japan, tentatively scheduled for the
latter part of June, the
team is expected to play
six or seven games.
Money for the trip was
generated in pre-season
basketball games this
year, Hagan said. The
Japan Basketball
Association is the sponsor
for the trip. The UK Lady
Kats, who visited Japan
last year, may also make
a return visit this year,
Hagan added. The Lady
Kats operate under the
rules of the AIAW, which
do not restrict international travel for games.

Sports at a glance
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Just add TO yOur gas for
better mileage 11-or.
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Wildcat athletic ticket prices increase

•
•
19.99G *4 A Chry•ler
39.99Ford

W11-40
Stops squeaks, protects
and loosens rusted parts
9-oz CO/1 Limit 2

goals in the opening four turn then swung to the
minutes. After con- home team when
secutive breakaway Calloway lost the ball and
baskets, the Marshals led Hudson hit a 20-footer as
22-9 and Calloway was time ran out.
Key tied the game for
forced to call time with
1:58. The quarter ended the last time with 6:10 in
with the Lakers down 24- the last quarter as he
nailed a jumper from the
13.
The second quarter was corner, but his team fell
even more one-sided - behind. Holding a twoonly this time Calloway point advantage, Marheld all the marbles. The shall went into a stall
Lakers ran off a streak of game with two minutes
19 points to zero for Mar- left. The Lakers had to
shall County, capitalizing foul and and Anderson hit
on the boards and causing two shots to widen the
gap. Center Scott Stone
turnovers.
Laker forward Jeff added two more for a 63Garrison was the initiator 59 advantage.
Calloway's last hope
of the scoring binge, as he
hit a foul shot to bring his was lost when an errant
team within two at 24-22. pass went out of bounds
Teammate Keith Lovett with :45 left and Marshall
- who led Calloway with held the ball and hit four
19 points - then tipped in foul shots.
Marshall County, who
a missed foul shot to tie
the score. Garrison stole had beaten Calloway for
the ensuing in-bounds the second time this
pass and hit a layup, was season, held a 38-26 refouled and converted the bounding edge but were
behind the Lakers in
three-point play.
At the other end, for- shooting percentage.
ward Dan Key (i8 Calloway shot 26-49 for 53
points), grabbed a defen- percent, while the Marsive rebound and hit Gar- shals hit 26-60 for 43 perrison on the fast break to cent and converted 15 of
put the Lakers on top at 26 free throw attempts.
29-24. A field goal by Calloway hit on 10 of 18
Rocky Hudson gave the from the stripe.
Calloway's next game
Marshals their first
points of the quarter with is against the Murray
2:20 left. When the half High Tigers Friday at
expired, Calloway held a Murray State's Racer
three-point edge in a new Arena. 'The varsity boys
play immediately after
ballgame.
The Lakers maintained the varsity girls game at
their advantage in the 6:30 p.m.
In Tuesday's junior
third with strong inside
work by Lovett and the varsity contest, Marshall
outside shooting of Key, County defeated
who hit 20-and 25-footers Calloway 69-43.
which dismantled MarCALLOWAY (62)
Miller I 3-4 5; Butterworth 0 1-2 1;
shall County's zone. But
1 0-0 2; Key 9 0-0 18; Lovett 9 Ithe Marshals cut their tTebbetts
19; Garrison 5 5-1015, Darnelll 0-0 2.
mistakes and forward -- Totals - 26 9-18.
MARSHALL(671
David Anderson made a
Harrison 3 1-2 7, Anderson 8-12 24;
1 0-0 2;
three-point play to tie the Stone 4 4-4 12, Thompson
Naugh(on 2 2-5 6: Ford 5 0-2 10; Hudson
score at 49 with 2:28 left 30-1 6.
Totals - 2515-26
in the quarter. Momen-

Hagan regrets recommendation

•

19.95
29.95 "L,`-'-'7:
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EAST
Boys
Murray 91, Farmington 54
Marshall Co 67, Calloway Co 82
Johnson Co 48, Unaka 40
Bradley Cent 56. Chat Tyner 50
Whitwell 51, Red Bank 34
Charleston 61, Term Temple 51
Cosby 56, Gathnburg Pittman 49
Elliabethton 57, Comm Co 53
So Pittsburg 55, Bledsoe Co.64
Copper Basin 46, Fannin Co., Ga..42
Chat Brainerd 61,Chat Baylor 65
Chat McCallie 58,Sequatchie Co 48
Chat Cityl2. Ooltewah 5701
Girls
Chat City 55, Ooltewah 44
Bradley Cent 68, Chat Tyner 41
GPS 38, Sequatchw Co 36
Red Bank 54, Whitwell 50
Bledsoe Co 53.So Pittsburg 46
Cosby 54, Gatlinburg Pittman 40
Bledsoe Co 53. So Pittsburg 46

Prep

ea

LEXINGTON. Ky. 1API Here are the
ranked teams in Kentucky boys' high
school basketball, with first-place votes
is parentheses, records and total points
14-1 236
1 North Hardin (101
11-2 187
2 Virgie
2
12-1 1t5
3 Lex Bryan Station
8-1 178
4 Lou Male
9-1 173
5 Shelby Co
12-1 142
6 Owensboro
9-2 139
7. Laurel Co
16-1 133
I Carlisle Co
13-4 129
9 hen Henry Clay
14-1 126
10 Boyd Co
12-0 9/
11 Mason Co
15-0 84
12 Clinton Co
14-1 U
13 Grayson Co
, 6-1 61
14 Elizabethtown
11-2 60
15 Rowan Co

12-1 59
16 Franklin Co
10-4 50
17 Paducah Tilghman
8-2 25
18 Lowes
10-3 23
19 Lou Southern
11,5 20
20 Ashland
Also receiving votes - Allen Co,
Auburn, Caldwell Co, Christian Co,Clay
Co, East Carter, Lou Eastern, Ash Fairview, Glasgow, Harrodsburg, Ft Thos
Highlands, Hugbea-K irk, Low Iroquois,
Jeffersontown, Lei Lafayette, Livingston Central. Lou Manual, Mayfield,
Middlesboro, Murray, Pulaski Co, Lou
St Xavier, Trigg Co, Union Co, Lou
V alley, Warren Central.

Bowling
standings
Diller or Dollar
Bowling league
W
Team
45
East Y Grocer)
3
Lucky Strikes
15
The Honey Tree
31
Carpenter's Cleanup
31
Paradise Kennels
26
The Lucky Three
High Team Game (SC1
Carpenter's Cleanup
East V' Grecery
Lucky Strikes
High Team Game(BC)
Carpenter's Cleanup
East Y Grocery
Lofty Strikes
High Tam Sado(SC)
Rut-V Grocery
Lucky Striken
Carpenter's Cleanup
Hugh Teem Wes(IC)
Lucky Strikes
Carpenter's Cleanup
East Grocery
High Md.Gem(NC)
bow Smith
Pal Hesselrode
Pal Hesselrode
Hig.h Ind.431011(19C)
Fran Gardner
Hilda Bennett
Peggy Bebber

High Ind. Series i SC
Pat Hesselrode
Lois!mith
Hilda Bennett
High lad.kits(NC)
Hilda Bennett
Peggy Bebber
Pat Hesselrode
High Averages
Lois Smilb
Pat Hesselrode
Nancy Todd
Jean Phillips
Sue Las
Hilda Bennett
Peggy Shoemaker
Peggy Bebber
Mary Roun
Sally Sawyer

209
11 27
Tuesday's Games
Boston 111, New York 107
Atlanta 112, Portland 101
Seattle 99, Cleveland 97
Chicago 110, Indiana 100
Houston 120, Kansas City 112
Utah 123, Detroit 117
0,
ir 11400
nvne,
Deoe
fh
39
eineiso196
SasnAAnngto
,IA
Wednesday's Games
Boston
at
Indiana
Portland at Philadelphia
Seattle at Washington
Milwaukee at Dallas
New Jersey at boa Angela.*
San Diego at Golden State
Th arida y'sGames
Atlanta at New York
Utah at San Antonio
Dallas at Kansas City
Detroit at San Diego

San Diego
566
564
511
•
658
650
632
174
173
IN
145
143
141
144
HS
135

Pro-basketball
L
23
32
33
37
37
42
525
480
483
663
626
622
1438
1421
1413
1138
1227
1125
296
204
242
247
247
131

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet GB
763
299
Boston
3
26 12
684
Philadelphia
486 10,
18 19
Washuigton
18 21
462 ID-,
New York
421 11
16 22
New Jersey
Central Division
684
26 12
Milwaukee
7
18 18
SOO
Atlanta
18 21
462
805
Indiana
16 23
410 1005
(Imago
400 II
16 24
Detroit
7 31
Cleveland
184 19
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
WI Pct. GB
24 13 .649
San Antonio
44
21 19
.525
Denver
7
.462
II 21
Houston
11
.359
14 25
Kansas City
11
.351
13 24
Utah
.243 15
0 IS
Dallas
Pacific Division
.718
11
211
Lor Angeles
I
703
26 11
Seattle
4
622
23 14
Phoenix
6
:SA
21 16
Golden State
6
5611
16
21
Portland

SEC team
statistics

164

Florida
Georgia
Mississippi
Miss State

14
13
14
14

979
685
866
724

699
68 1
61 9
51 7

SCORING DEFENSE
Gins Pts Avg
School
14 112 54.7
Mississippi
13 71$ 60.4
Georgia
14161 61S
Miss.State
14 904 64 6
Tennessee
14 924 66 0
Auburn
13 887 68.2
Kentucky
12 136 69 7
L.SU
14 977 69.8
Vanderbilt
14 949 70.6
Alehouse
14 990 70 7
Florida
OFFENSIVE STATISTICS
REBOUNDS
Gins RBs Avg
School
14 621 444
Alabama
14 493 35.2
Auburn
14 4190 34.3
Vanderbilt
13 421 32.4
Kentucky
11 490 311
Florida
13 405 31.2
Georgia
12 366 30.5
1.51)
14 402 21.7
Tennessee
14 344 24.6
Mississippi
14 325 23.2
Miss. State

DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
REBOUNDS
Gms RBs Avg
School
API -BIRMINGHAM, Ala
14 334 23.9
Mississippi
Southeastern Conference team
14 407 29.07
statistics, compiled by the cerawles--Auburn
14 Kis 29.14
Tennessee
stoner's office:
14 416 29.7
MLSS State
CURRENT STANDINGS
14 420 308
Alabama
SEC Pct
School
14 434 31 0
Florida
6-0 1 000 11-3
Tennessee
13 420 323
Georgia
4-1 800 74
1.51)
13 421 32.4
Kentucky
4-2 667 12-2
Alabama
14 460 32.9
Vanderbilt
3-2 600 10-3
Kentucky
460 38.3
12
1)
1S
3-3 500 9-5
Auburn
3-3 500 8-6
Mississippi
FIELD GOALS
3-3
Georgia
EGM EGA Pct
School
2-4 -WI 9-5
Vanderbilt
358 774 463
Kentucky
1-5 167 4-10
Florida
322 03 NI 5
Georgia
0-6 000 4- 10
Miss State
352 749 470
Auburn
SCORING
402628 48.9
Alabama
Gms Pta Avg
School
;
377 775 4$.
Vanderbilt
14 1170 43 6
Alabama
349 709 49 2
ISU
13 999 760
Kentucky
749 40933
372
Tennessee
14 1040 74 3
Vanderbilt
793 49 936
396
Florida
741
14 1038
Auburn
311 $11502
Mississippi
12 458 71 5
!SU
330 624 52 9
Miss State
14 ON 70 4
Tennessee

IS

BEST

COPY
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Tennessee raw Officials battle elements to keep roads open
By The Associated Press
Travel in East Tennessee, where many
roads were still caked
with ice, remained difficult as dense fog moved
in on the heels of a cold
wave and cut visibility
for motorists and pilots.
As the National
Weather Service forecast
more below -normal
temperatures, Tennessee
law enforcement officials
struggled Tuesday to
keep choked highways
open.
A dispatcher for the

state Highway Patrol in said, another tanker
Knoxville laughed when overturned, dumping
asked by a reporter how about 8,000 gallons of
many accidents had oc- diesel fuel into a storm
curred in the area during sewer that feeds Second
Creek.
the preceding 24 hours.
Toby Cooper, watch
Portions of Interstates supervisor at Tr -City
40 and 75 were blocked by Regional Airport in
accidents several times Sullivan County, said the
Tuesday, the dispatcher weather conditions Tuessaid. In Rogersville, day afternoon forced a
troopers reported a slowdown at the airport.
gasoline tanker left Tennessee 66 and spilled
"Right now our
about 5,000 gallons of primary problem is with
gasoline into a creek that fog," Cooper said.
feeds the Holston River.
"Technically, an airport
In Knoxville, police is never closed. But the

weather is below
minimum."
He said visibility for
pilots approaching the
airport had fallen to
about 500 feet, while the
minimum for most aircraft,including those carrying passengers, is 1,200
feet.
Spokesmen at Knoxville's McGhee Tyson
Airport and Chattanooga's Lovell Field
said those airports remained open, although
some flights were canceled.

With snow still on the
ground in much of the
region, conditions
worsened Monday evening when freezing rain
left a sheer layer of ice on
streettand sidewalks.
Hundreds of people
wound up spending the
night at offices, while
hotel, and motels from
Kingsport to Chattanooga
were_jammed.
One shopper stranded
at a Kroger store in Knoxville went into labor Monday night, said Richard
Burnette, the store's co-

manager.
-We called St. Mary's
(Medical Center) and
some of their people
walked down to get her,"
he said. -They made a
rough sled out of some
pallets and boards, and
carried her back up to the
hospital on it."
In another part of
Knoxville, Jane Whaley,
23, was already in shock
when a fire department
ladder truck ferried her
to a hospital after she was
hit by a train when she
slid on ice.
A fire department am-

Rise in postal rates affect mailing of church publications
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Churches are being forced to find less expensive means of producing publications while
looking for added income
in view of a rise in postal
rates.
Increasing subscription
rates, elimination of
some issues and requests
for more money from
their church budgets are
being employed by those
In charge of some church
publications.
The Rev. William H.
Zahner, managing editor
of The Record, said the
increase "can be the
death knell for some
newspapers and some

magazines."
But he said "there are
vast differences within
the Catholic press and the
ability to survive is not
always the same from
one newspaper to
another."
The cost of mailing The
Record, the newspaper of
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Louisville,
has soared from $18,000 in
1974 to $86,000 last year,
Zahner said.
The latest increase —
which publishers say has
the potential of driving
many religious
newspapers out of
business — came about
last month when Con-

gress discontinued postal
subsidies for most nonprofit publications.
Publishers say that
mailing costs could go up
between 50 percent and
200 percent.
"This is an emergency
that threatens Christian
witness in the United
States," said Henry McCorkle, editor of the
Episcopalian, the national magazine of the
Episcopal Church, in a
letter to Episcopal officials in Louisville.
Cost-saving measures
have been introduced at
The Western Recorder,
the newspaper of the kentucky Baptist Convention; The Bishop's Letter,

published by the
Episcopal Diocese of
Kentucky; The Louisville
Conference edition of The
United Methodist
Reporter; and The Baptist Peacemaker,publish- ed by Deer Park Baptist
Church in Louisville.
Zahner said The
Record hopes to receive a
substantial reduction by
presorting t-he
newspapers according to

Average time spent in
Hymie's: four hours a
day. Average interest in
the ceremony: zilch.
There was the site.
In the basement of the
seedy, converted fruit
market stood four feet
from a broken' water
main. There was no heat.
Toilet facilities were inoperative.
There was the happy
couple.
Larry, 18, works
weekends with the Indiana National Guard.
During the week, he
usually can be found at
Hymie's. Beverly, 34,
twice divorced, is
unemployed since having
surgery. She has four
children,the oldest is 15.
IP"Most of my friends
think it's a little weird,”
Beverly admitted before
the nuptials.
Larry didn't see
anything Wrong with it.
"People have gotten married after jumping out of

an airplane," he said.
Finally, there was the
ceremony.
A friend of the groom
plunked a quarter into the
juke box and punched up
U-4, a tune called "Who's
Crying Now?"
The vows exchanged
were pretty standard
with the Rev. James
Johnson, pastor of the
South Garvin Baptist
Church, presiding. "This
is a first for me,"
Johnson said. "But I
believe in going where
the people want."
Beverly drew the line
at one thing. Larry
wanted the ceremony
performed in front of
Space Fury. "That's my
machine," he beamed.
She vetoed the idea.
After all; who wants to
get married in front of a
machine that every four
minutes asks, "Is there
no warrior mightier than
I?"

rate from $3.75 to $4.50 a
year, beginning Feb. 1.
The newspaper will still
absorb some of the postal
increase, said James
Cox,associate editor.
Cox said the board will
ask the Kentucky Baptist
Executive Committee for
money to offset the cost of
publishing the 12-page
weekly newspaper, mailed to about 57,000 homes
in Kentucky.

emergency

room

and

became the lath weatherrelated fataility in Tennessee.
"I'd -say - it was the.
worst ice conditions I've
seen in 31 years of law en-

forcement," said Ralph
Deal, Kingsport police
chief.
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After you've moved in, - '
call WELCOME WAGON
After-move problems soon disappear with a
WELCOME WAGON visit. It's a special treat that
provides you with gifts of welcome, invitations
from local businesses you can redeem for more
gifts and lots of helpful information.
Relax after the move, you've earned it. Relax
WELCOMIE * WAGON visit and a friendly
greeting. We're glad you're our new neighbor.
Call me to arrange a convenient time for my
visit. I'm looking forward to meeting you.

wit!i

Kothryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753-5570

ane,

IngebAosrsgt King
492 8348

Electric Blanket
Save $9.00 94.84
Save energy,stay warm.
DoUble bed size with single
control. Special purchase of
factortreruns. Reg.P23.84

Couple weds in coin palace
EVANSVILLE, Igd.
(AP) — Flashing lights
on the Asteroids machine
beckoned prospective
customers, but there
were no takers.
, Instead of battling
video versions of intergalactic invaders,
• most of the regulars at
Hymie's Coin Palace
rested their wrists Tuesday night and turned
their attention to the pool
table.
Welcome to„. the wedding of Larry Hohman
and Beverly Weightman.
Hohman thought it was
a great idea. After all, he
spends a good part of
each day at the arcade,
why not get married
there?
Beverly didn't mind.
Neither did Roger
Hobgood, whose wife,
Tami,runs the arcade.
The wedding was
memorable.
There were the guests.
Average age: 14.

destination before
delivering them to the
U.S. Postal Service.
The Record, a weekly
tabloid, also has decided
to eliminate the issue between Christmas and New
Year's Day. The paper
has as circulation of
about 60,000.
T.he Western
Recorder's executive
board voted recently to
raise the subscription

bulance couldn:t get
through,Nbut a ladder
truck with chains on its
tires. and enough weight
for traction did.
Firefighters wrapped
her in a blanket and carried her on the truck to
Park West Hospital. But
she died Tuesday in the

5210045

990

Save 60c

Disposable Flashlight. Never needs
batteries. 2-101105 Reg.11.59

Auto emissions bill introduced
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Jefferson County
could require residents to
show proof that their
vehicles haye passed an
auto-emissions test
before they can register a
new vehicle or renew
registrations under a
House bill that was to be
introduced today.
State Rep. Fred Cowan,
D-Louisville said Tuesday he would introduce
the legislation.

Cowan made the an- measure.
nouncement of his intenJefferson County
tions at a news con- Fiscal Court passed an
ference in the Jefferson ordinance in August 1980
County Courthouse that - -to -establish-a local Ingotwas also attended by emissions-testing proLouisville Mayor Harvey gram in an effort to meet
federal clean-air stanSloane, Jefferson County
dards.
ll,
McConne
Judge Mitch
The ordinance followed
Jefferson County Police
Chief Edgar Helm and threats by federal ofLouisville Police Chief ficials to withhold funds
Richard Dotson, who of- for highway and sewer
fered their support for the projects.

State burley tobacco sales light
-----Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
tobacco
Burley
—
(AP)
sales are reported light in
- Kentucky with 2,298,957
pounds bringing an
average* of 8182.47 per
hundredweight, according the Federal
Market NewsService.

going for $.183.93 per hundredweight. Springfield
was at the bottom of the
.list with 33,582 pounds at
an average of;176.98.
Tobacco sales for the
Shelbyville had the season have been
highest prices on Tues- 488,992,258 pounds for an
daY, With 49,031 pounds average of $180.95.

The average price
Tuesday was down 31
cents from Monday as 13
markets were either closed or reported no sales.

Acting chief,
deportment
probed by KSP
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky State Police
are investigating the
Newport Police Department, said the department's acting chief, John
Warndorf.
Warndorf said Tuesday
that he wrote a letter to
state Police Commissioner Marion Campbell ,
after allegations about
two policemen were
made cluirng a recent
prostitution case that was
investigated by the state.
Warndorf said that
— team from tfir state's
Special Investigations
Unit began questioning
police uffirers last week.

Commuter Cup
Sale Price

1

99

No spills, no mess.Insulated
for hot mitt cold drinks.

Winshield
Washer Solvent
Sale Price

870

Premixed,cleans, protects.
1 Gal. Limit 2 31-45645

Jump Rope

Hand Grips
Your Choice

$2•27

Sale Price

2-ft. cord with swivel handles.
1
Heavy tension steel springs. 8/
Reg. S3.97 63-36409
Reg.s3.47 5346442

enedWriti
THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT
OAMY LUNCH SPECIALS
1 1 a.m.to 3 p.m.

F

20% Off All
Luncheon Menu Items
Mon.Thru Sat.

8 Oz. Ribeye
WITH POTATO,BREAD
& DINNER SALAD

For Catering Call

Furnace Filters
Sale Price

470 Ea.

Clean filters save energy! Assorted
sizes: Rog.6W 4029740029649

Reg.99c 84.
Spark Plugs. AC,Champion or Auto-.
lite non-resistor type spark plugs/
Limit 2 sets.
99c Ea.
Resistor Type Plugs

--- Sate-Price88
STP Gas Treatment.8 oz 1-jelps clean
carburetor ,• 4,, Limit 2

-Bel Air Center, Murray

753-1314
ta.

•

AVAILABLE
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BOX
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Mrs. Neefort Plawels

CHEESE SALADS
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49
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BIG JOHN'S
BAKERY & DELI
Fiert "
SOFTENER

„

-BAKERYWhite

2199C

CAKES

$279

1.1.1). Loaf
8 Inch(White 2 Layer)

-DELI-

2PIIIâCl%IN

COOKING

Big John Fried
19
38 OL$2

CHICKEN

-MONDAYHAM & BEANS
TUESDAY
Kiddie Pak Fried

BREAD

$1

49

ORA

WEEKLY MENU
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:,111K
Esu.

89`

CHICKEN
Vegetable -WEDNESDAY.
*129
SOUP
-THURSDAY-Lb.
Fried Chicken
9
"
SNACK PAC
Sandwich -FRIDAYSPREAD
Lb $1

SWEET
I PEAS

CORN
FLAKES

Fried Chicken -SATURDAY-

Family Dinner Box

FAMILY SPECIAL

I

$699

KET
Frills Fri

..$169

FINISH
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CAKI

P

CAI
MIX

W 011144 Dime
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lapin
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$1
7
8 STARD

160.67'
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SAUCE
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I

1
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FRESH PRODUCE
FOR LESS
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79s

Das& Steskissi

MNghI

MUSii0
dFsli 69s
iMS
SOL Pak

PRUNES 218.189

0.1*.O. NOBODY HIM LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN!!
V-2

199

;9

V-4

V-3

Oral A Mahn

'1411tACLE
WHIP
69t
riTN enerow loses CERTIFICATE

Pyre Can

EGG

SUGAR
.5
1.11. kg

69 29t
MTN CHECK-OUT MINIS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

WMI CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

Prairie Farms

LOTTA POPS

Dotimplake litimernadp

24 Pak$159

WAFFLES

Keebler Stripes Gsaham Oatmeal

FUDGE
COOKIES

69'

Hyde Park TP$21 Style
il l 2

0:

BISCUITS

$109

12 0:

39'

Slika

Steak Urnms

BEEF
STEAK

12 Oz

320z

INSTANT
COFFEE

$599

'4'9

The New Big John Store

Hyde

PRICING POLIO'

29 Oz

79

Pack

MAYONNAISE

Overall, no supermarket will
have lower prices than the new
Big John Stores
Help us check our coin
petition, so we can be sure the
new Big John Stores prices are
as low or lower than any in the
area
If you ever !bind any item (excluding weekend sale items) in
any other full line supermarket
priced lower than Big John's,
please put a note in the Price
Policy box available in our store
We will check the item and

GRAPE
JELLY

10 0,75'

Kelly

LUNCHEON
MEAT

12 0:

$119

0:

Say Sum Sliced

PEACHES

Old Virginia

320,129

Creame+tes

HAMBURGER
EXTENDER
Showboat

SPAGHETTI 300 Size Can29
'

8 PK.
Plus
Bottles Or
Deposit

tea Save 111' Each

adiusf torirps!
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U.S. notifies exile-seeking Cubans to wait turn under quota

0

MIAMI (AP) - The Cuban exile community era," explained Roberto
door flung open by the took to the streets Satur- Fabricio, a Miami Herald
United States when Fidel day in a protest finally columnist.
Although the great maCastro took power in quelled by police who usCuba 23 years ago has ed tear gas and jailed 34 jority of this country's•
Cuban-Americans on Cuban exiles arrived
slammed shut.
With more than 1100,000 charges ranging from in- legally aboard the
Cuban exiles now in this citing a riot to assaulting "Freedom Flights" of the
late 1960s, officials
country, the federal an officer.
frustraand
Tensions
estitipte that as many as
served
government has
notice that Cubans who tion remain high follow- 10,000 Cubans came here
wish to leave the com- ing the disturbance. the same way as'young
munist island NO mike -Soiso-ofilioials-ooy-thorofrom here must wait their is a realization that the documentation - and
Rodriguez deportation were welcomed with full
turn under rigid quotas.
Andres Rodriguez Her- was only the most clear- refugee status and
nandez, a 20-year-old mit of recent indications federal assistance.
But the Refugee Act of
stowaway, scrambled off that U.S. policy for Cuban
- aimed at putting
has
1980
changimmigration
freighter
Panamanian
a
this country in control of
Last Wednesday prepared ed.
"Cubans have grown its own borders"- stated
to begin a new life.
Two days later, he was accustomed to seeing that merely fleeing a
placed on a charter flight Miami and the rest of the communist country isn't
back to Havana - the United Statei as the snificient grounds for
first Cuban sent back to lifeboat they have tradi- political asylum - the
that island nation since tionally climbed aboard. refugee has to prove a
The deportation of "well-founded fear of
1959.
As many as 5,000 Rodriguez Hernandez is political persecution."
members of Miami's symbolic of the end of an Quotas were established

for all regions, including mit Cuban refugees. But tion and Naturalization
3,000 in fiscal 1982 frOm the law has made a very Service denied her redramatic change," Phil quest for asylum and
Latin America.
Later that year, Castro Chicola, of the State ordered her back to
made a shambles of the Department's Bureau for Argentina- although the
new law by opening the Refugee Affairs, said in deportation has been
blocked by a federal
port of Mariel to Cuban- an interview last month.
"We are not going to judge's temporary order.
Americans who wished to
But the Rodriguez
pick up their relatives. allow any large numbers
The Cuban government of Cubans to come in as deportation brought the
sent nearly 125,000 people refugees any time in the new Cuban policy into
- thousands directly near future. If they wish, focus. The Reagan adfrom"Cuban prisons-- to -they taawapply-to comt-in --ministration,-motor growthe United States during as immigrants," he said. ing criticism from blacks
Last year, U.S. and liberal leaders for
the,'Freedom Flotilla,"
for the first holding all arriving.Haiauthorities
*1i:refused to take any
time deported Cubans tian refugees in refillgee
ofthem back.
But last year brought who came here illegally camps while seeking
strict enforcement of the • from a third country. court approval to deport
refugee law, and only They were sent back to them, now faces anger
about 100 Cubans came to the third country, such as from the Cuban community,too.
this country as legal im- Spain.
Last month, 20-year-old
"There's no questions
migrants in 1981, with
several hundred other Clara Nunez stepped left - this case definitely
Cubans who were ashore at Port was saying that 'We're
political prisoners admit- Canaveral, Fla., after going to be tough with
ted in a special category. stowing away on a Greek Cubans, just like we're
"In the past years we freighter in South tough with Haitians,"
went out of our way to ad- America. The Immigra- said Monsignor Bryan

Co

ple have been put in jail
for the mere fact that
they tried to escape."
State Department officials declined comment
on the exile community
reaction to the Rodriguez
case, but INS
spokeswoman Beverly
McFarland in Miami
observed: "It had not
been clear in the Cuban
trrrity-titat -the
Refugee Act of 1980 ended
blanket asylum.
"Because of the Cuban
boatlift, the attention that
would have been paid to
the law was focused on
the boatlift. This case has
highlighted the law.
"I'm sure it's very confusing. These . people
came here under p different set of rules. It was
easier for them," she
said. "But we are now applying the same rules
across the board."

Walsh of the Catholic Archdiocese of Miami.
Walsh and. other
observers say that U.S.
officials may have
misinterpreted negative
reaction to the Martel
refugees from CubanAmericans to think they
would also accept the
restricted immigration.
"With the fact that
every enban-here-fras
relatives in Cuba that
they're concerned about,
I think there is genuine
anger," said Miami attorney Alfredo Duran, a
leader in Cuban American community.
Duran, Walsh and
others expressed outrage
at the speedy disposal of
the Rodriguez case, saying the youth should have
received a full hearing
before deportation to a
country where, Duran
said, "thousands of peo-

CBS tops Nielsens,'Dallas,' 60 Minutes' most watched shows
NEW YORK (AP) CBS won the networks'
prime-time ratings race
for the eighth consecutive
week, with the season's
two most-watched shows,
-Dallas" and "60
Minutes," leading the
field, figures from the
A.C. Nielsen Co.showed.
CBS had seven of the 10
top-rated programs in the
week ending Jan. 17, including a. made-for-TV

movie, "Help Wanted:
Male," in third place,and
a "Walt Disney" film,
"Tales of the Apple
Dumpling Gang," 10th.
CBS'average rating for
the period was 21.5 to 19.3
for ABC and 14.8 for NBC.
The networks say that
means in an average
prime-time minute, 21.5
percent of the country's
TV-equipped homes were

tuned to CBS.
"Dallas" was first in
the race for the seventh
time in the 15 weeks of the
TV season that began in
October, and "60
Minutes" - No. 1 four
times in the period - was
second.
The rating for "Dallas"
was 31.1. Nielsen says
that means of the homes
in the nation with television, 31.1 percent saw at

in 23rd place, with ABC's
"Fall Guy" 24th.
"Maverick" on NBC was
30th, with NBC's
"Fame," introduced two
weeks ago,44th.

mother," "Alice at the
Palace" and "Live from
Studio 8H: Caruso
Remembered."

NBC had four of the
week's five lowest-rated
shows, with "NBC
Magazine" 66th followed
CBS' "Falcon Crest" by "Darkroom" on ABC
was the highest-rated of . and three NBC shows,
the season's new series, "The Electric Grand-

"Dallas," with a rating
of 31.1 representing 25.5
million homes, "60
Minutes," 29.2 or 23.9
million, and Movie-"Help
Wanted: Male," 28.8 or
23.6 million, all CBS;

least part of theshow.
,ABC's top-rated program for the week was a
made-for-television
movie called "Victims.'
That show starred
Suzanne Pleshette, as did
CBS' "Help Wanted:
Male," and finished
fourth. •

Here are the week's 10
highest-rated programs:

or 15.3 million, CBS.
The next 10 shows:
"One Day at a Time"
and "Alice," both CBS;
"The Jeffersons," CBS,
and "Facts of Life" and
"Real People," both
NBC, three-way tie;
"Hart to Hart," ABC;
"Archie Bunker's Place"
and "Knot's Landing,"
both CBS, and "Trapper
John, M.D.," CBS, and
"Happy Days," ABC,tie.

Movie-"Victims," 27.2 or
23.3 million, ABC;
"Magnum, P.I.," 26.7 or
21.9- million, and "Dukes
of Hazzard," 25.5 or 20.9
million, both CBS;
"Three's Company," 25.3
or 20.7 million, ABC;
"Too Close for Comfort,"
ABC, and "M-A-S-H,"
CBS, both 24.2 or 19.8
million, and "Walt
Disney: Tales of the Apple DumplingGang," 23.6

Lawmaker's bill to protect truckers hauling natural resources
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)- Under legislation
.proposed by an East Ten_ - .nessee lawmaker, coa,1
trucks could haul 80,000
- pounds without major
penalty, even if the
trucks are too short under
federal rules to carry the
weight.
The measure could cost
: Tennessee up to $70
'• million in. federal
highway money, but
trucks hauling coal and
other natural resources
:• have- been exempted for
years from Tennessee's
truck weight laws with no
. loss of highway funds.
The bill is proposed by

Rep. Mike Robertson, RCumberland Gap, who
said Tuesday it also
would give weight breaks
to trucks hauling farm
products, timber,
petroleum products,
phosphate and sand and
gravel.
Robertson said his
primary interest is to protect truckers hauling coal
stripped from his district,
which borders the Kentucky line north of Knoxville.
The representative
would eliminate a penalty,
Of 5 cents per pound for
coal trucks which are too
short to meet federal

standards even though
they have the required
five axles to haul 80,000
pounds.
Federal standards require a five-axle truck to
be at least 51 feet from
front to'rear axle to carry
up to 80,000 pounds. The
regulation is designed to
avoid severe road or.
bridge damage. Robertson said most coal trucks
are about 35 feet long and
would overturn if they
were longer.
Under Robertson's bill,
a coal truck hauling less
than 80,000 pounds could
be fined a maximum- $50
in General Sessions

Court. The 5-cent per
pound penalty would be
imposed for each pound
above the limit.
Robertson's proposal
would replace a state law
expiring March 31 that
allows coal dump trucks
with two-load-bearing axles to cariy 80,000 pounds
- 14 tons more than U.S.
regulations allow.
The law was. passed
last July after coal
truckers protested
weight limit for Tennessee's heaviest trucks
from 73,240 pounds to
80,000 pounds - but
reduced the legal weight
limit for two axle-dump

trucks to the federal ceiling of 52,000 pounds.
The 1981 law imposed
for the first time the
penalty of 5 cents per
pound for olerweight
trucks. Coal truckers protested that they would go
out of business if they
could haul no more than
52,000 pounds per trip.
Ralph Barnhart-,
federal highway administrator; said he
would permit the law to
stay in effect until March
31. If the law continued
after that, he said, the
state would forfeit up to
$70 million.
During the 1960s,
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former Gov. Buford Ellington initated what
became known as the
natural resources policy
of enforcing truck weight
laws. He allowed natural
resources trucks to haul

the maximum weight
permitted for the state's
largest trucks,
regardless of the number
of axles.
When ex-Gov. Ray
Blanton was in office, the

Legislature repealed the
natural resources exemption, but 'gave truckers
four years to replace existing equipment. The
four years expired in
1980.

UK paper celebratesianniversory
"It's recognizing the women's editor in the
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - It was the 10th fact that the Kernel has early 1960s, is now servanniversary of Ken- accomplished something ing her second term as
tucky's only independent that the great majority of president of the National
college daily and the staff--the(UK)community said Council of College
of the Kentucky Kernel it would never be able to Publications Advisers.
Ms. Green and many
rushed to get the paper do," said Nancy, Green,
out early in order to make the Kernel's adviser others with fond
since 1971.
memories of The Kernel
the celebrajion on time.
James Edwin Harris, shared champagne at the
Only one late-breaking
story slowed the effort as the Kernel's assistant UK Journalism School
most of the deadlines for managing editor, credits Tuesday.
Tuesday's edition had Ms. Green With much of - The newspaper is a
been met several hours the financial success the non-profit corporation
paper has enjoyed.
operated by the Kernel
early.
"Since Nancy's been Press Inc., a selfThe Kernel has been
the University of Ken- here for so long, she's perpetuating 13-member
tucky's student voice for taken the paper from board made up of UK
near-death to near- students, faculty, staff
the past 67 years.
What was all the affluence," Harris said., and one professional jourMs. Green, a Kernel nalist.
celebrating about?

Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.
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War/PStiCSarre§
the original Family Haircutters

We've got locations coast-to-coast, and one near you,

Thurs. 9 a.n71.1-8 p.m.
Hrs: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Murray
753-0542
Olympic Plaza
2619 14 C-Mattis Drive, Paducah
Owned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key
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Calloway students
study disabilities
Two eighth grade
reading classes at
Calloway County Middle
School have been involved in a study of handicaps
in conjunction with International Year of Disabled
Persons.
Students discussed the
meaning of handicaps,
disabilities and
rehabilitiation. They
were told of opportunities
available to handicapped
persons and presence of
attitudinal and architectural barriers in their
community.
Dr. Glen Hendren, a
Murray State University
professor, provided the
classes with films. He
also spoke about the
rehabilitation courses offered at MSU.

Jantiar).20. lIZ
' ,liIt Ii

IMES. 11 Etletr.41

Other guests were Mike
Foster and Helen Hounshell, both MSU students,
who talked and answered
questions relating to handicaps.
Peg Phelan from
MSU's Resource Center
provided films and coordination of various
speakers for the classes.
Marion O'Rourke,
teacher of reading
classes, commented, "I
have been most pleased
with response of my
students and the people in
the community in this
unit on handicaps. The
students now are more
aware and appreciative
of opportunities and services available to handicapped persons in our
community."

DR. GLEN HENDREN from Murray State
University's Department of Rehabilitation talks
with eighth grade students at Calloway County Middle School.

authorities interrupted
the unloading of a load of
marijuana late Sunday
night.
Three men were arrested and 540 pounds of
Columbian marijuana
were seized at the airport, about 100 miles
north of Memphis. Two
other men were arrested
in Milan, about 50 miles
from the airport.

With $10.00 Or More Purchos
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products r Drinks On Special
t•ip i;i0t-tt4i

Big Rolls

Prices Good 1-20

Dumplings

And a man and a
woman were arrested
and six ounces of mari,juana,a 1978 Buick, alleged drug sales records and
$57,803 in cash was confiscated in a raid on a
Memphis home Sunday
night. Early Monday
morning, police armed
with a search warrant
raided another Memphis
home and seized 645
pounds of marijuana and
a 1976 Mercury.
The pilot of the
marijuana-hauling plane
escaped in the aircraft
amid a hail of bullets
fired by about a dozen officers from the DEA
agents, Memphis-Shelby
County Metro Narcotics
Unit officers and Obion
County Sheriff's Department.
Witnesses said th€
Cessna found parked al
the Jonesboro airporflanded about 11 p.m. Sun._
day.

MIKE FOSTER, left, dicusses various aspects of
handicapism with Calloway County Middle School
students, Carolena Todd and Lee Ann Lockhart.

SUPER MARKET

Florida pilot.arrested
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
— An unidentified man
suspected of piloting a
twin-engine airplane
which delivered 540
pounds of marijuana to a
rural West Tennessee airport is in federal custody
today.
The man was arrested
about noon Tuesday as he
left a motel room in
Jonesboro, Ark., said
Thomas Sprague, special
agent-in-charge of the
federal Drug Enforcement Administration in
Memphis.
"We have arrested a
Florida pilot in
Jonesboro, but we cannot
identify him until we file
our formal complaint
with the federal district
court," Sprague said.
The arrest came 35
hours after Jonesboro
police and federal agents
began surveillance of a
motel. Sprague said the
man was traced_W the
motel after a bulletriddled Cessna Centurion
Turbo 210 was found
parked at the Jonesboro
Municipal Airport.
Bob Holloway, airport
manager, said he noticed
the plane Monday afternoon and called
authorities.
A similiar aircraft flew
tbrough a hail of bullets
at Everett Stewart Airport near Union City after

HELEN HOUNSHELL told students at Calloway
County Middle School about her blindness as a part
of study on "Handicaps and Attitudes."

Excluding Pudding Recipe
& Angel Food

29
Save 70'
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C Carton
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0: 1e
168o780fti
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Plus Bottles or Deposit

Sore 20' Ham,Chicken, Pimento

Pilsbury Sore 34'

Biscuits ... 10 C.ount
Form Gold Sore 17'

Oleo - Buttermilk

0
9C
Sore 38'

89c

Generic 2 Liter

Colo

Tylenol

Pure Vegetable

C

Solids Lb.

Gal.

Sealtest

Extra Strength

_
Wesson
Oil
$789

4/79
3/ 1

100 Tablets

Reg.$5.99Sore 2.00

Sweet cart Lig. Sore 10'

Detergent

38 oz.

Flar-O-Rkk Magic One

V

\

69`
3/$1

22 oz.

Rosedale Sweet Garden

Peas

$1 99

17 oz. Save 25`

Honor roll announced
Ray L. Dunn, principal
of Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, has
released honor rolls for
third six weeks and
semester.
SIX WEEKS
Marla Arnett', Dal
Barrett, Ray Dunn',
Leslie Ervin*, Melissa
Fisher, Anisha Frizzell*,
Patrick Gupton•, Mark
Henderson, Tracy
Henry', Roger Herndon*,
Richard Hill, Stephanie
Howell*, Johna Jones,
Corey Lambert*, Debbie
Littrell, Chad

Stubblefield• and
Heather Welch.
SEMESTER
Marla Arnett, Dal Barrett, Ray Dunn., Leslie
Ervin*, Melissa Fisher,
Anisha Frizzell., Patrick
Guptone, Mark Henderson, Tracy Henry., Roger
Herndon', Stephanie
Howell*, Richard Hill,
Johna Jones, Corey
Lambert*, Debbie Littrell, Chad Stubblefield,
Tina Thompson, Heather
Welch and Robin Westerman.
'denotes all A's.

Libby's Juice Pock

Roman Meal

Bread

69cp
16 oz.

Peaches

5

160Z.

Hyde Park

Hominy(White or Golden
Great Northerns
Pintos
Turnip Greens or
"
Blackeye Peas

Tanker truck overturns
PRESTONSBURG,Ky.
(AP) — A tanker truck
containing 9,0r gallons
of propane overturned
shortly before midnight
Tuesday on U.S. 80 near
Prestonsburg, police officials said.
Police reported a few
homes within 2,500 feet of
the ti1ic1FeTj
evacuated.
"There wasn't any
leak," Gordon Nichols of

_
the state Division of
Disaster and Emergency
Services said.
However, local officials
on the scene said the
truck was in a culvert and
it would be difficult to
raise it without damaging
valves.
Representatives of the
ifili-Pire Marshal's office,state police and local
firemen were on the
scene early Wednesday.

FROZEN FOODS
Frosty Seas 8 oz.

MEAT DEPT.
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'Tender
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Field's Old Fashion Pork

PRODUCE

$1 09

Sausage

Lb.

Red Delicious, Yellow Delicious or Johnothan

Apples
Grapefruit
Potatoes
Onions

Field's Sliced

Automatic with power steering, power
brakes and air. Silver with red interior.

;2995.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617 vit
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Murray

Field's

Bologna Chili
$1 19

Fla Red
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Fancy Sweet
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Study conducted

Nese.ate')treats

Eighth grade students department, electric
at Calloway County Mid- system, fire department,
dle School have been stu- rescue squad, water and
dying history of the coun- waste disposal, county
ty in their United States government, Murray
history classes. Students State University, Murray
were assigned various
topics relating to public
services and organizations in the county.
Amtng the guest

you to a coffee break.
Double the savings.
•-•.maseairir

Nescafe has always brought you the
robust flavor that won th* world. Now
Av.e:r.e-offering.you a-hreek that's a treat
in itself.
You can save twice when you stock
up on the robust flavor of Nescafe
Instant Coffee. Two coupons worth
40c oach on any two purchases
of Regular or Decaffeinated.
A total savings of 80c.
-So sit down to a flavorful cup of Nescafe. The
distinctive taste that could
only belong to the world's
leading instant coffee.

530751

MELVIN HENLEY
Henley, past mayor of
Murray, who spoke about
history of city government from past to present; Johnny Bohannon,
assistant county
superintendent, who
spoke on history of school
system.
Individual students
reported on history of
county's road and street

41.

Save 40c

1

on any size jar of Nescafe' Regular
or Decaffeinated Instant Coffee.

1

For amount specified plus "for hoodireg orioYele0 coupon
received from customer on purchase of listed merchandise Proof of purchase of sofficient stock cl mercnondne roue,
coupons submitted must be shown on request ikuluns locomply may raid all coupons submitted for redemPhon )Redon1Phant
not Isdrirxed through broken or other outside agencies Coupons Ore nontransferable and void it use in prorsseiteb tared
salve 1 1004
mended or ',cense is required Customer must pay ony soles Ion Cosh reder
15

FOR REDEMPTION. MAN TO: THE NESTLE COMMNY,INC., PO. SOX ISOO, ELM CITY, NC. 27191 FER GOOD ONLY IN U.SA. UNIT, ONLY ONE COUPON MAY II REDEEMED PER UNIT(S)OF NtODUCT
OFFER
PURCHASED.GOOD ONLY ON NESCAFE'INSTANT COFFEE. REGULAR OR DECAFFEINATEDrANY OTIffit 404I.
• CONSTITUTES FRAUEr
MEI
BIM
1111•111 MIN SEM IME
EMI/ NINO
11 NI= NM OWN 81111 gam sow Immo gine immt
MN= =WI IEM EMI11

a

530761

4041

Save 40c
on any size jar of Nescafe® Regular
or Decaffeinated Instant toffee.

II
I

!
, proyrded coupon
TO THE DEALER: This coupon will be redeemed only as follows For amount spoofed pies 74 for handlers
is reosisied'from customer on purchase of listed merchandise Proof of purchase of strent Pock of merchandise to carer
coupons submitted must be SeOwo Or request (Feature 10 comply may void oil coupons submeled for rerdemptton )Redemptions
nor honored through brokers or other OuISKIrt 0911oCreS Coupons are nontransferable and said if use is prohibited to.ed
restr,:ted oi license is required Customer must pay ony soles too Coshoedemphon rakes 1/1004

FOR REDEMPTION. MAI1TOr THE MENU comrium4war...._ao.aoar1s0o._1444cutc2nnisict OFFER GOOD ONLY IN U-S.A.LIMIT:ONLY ONE COUPON MM11E1110111/611D POI UNIT(S)OP PRODUCT
• ,..-11 40
PURCHASED. GOOD OMY ON WOKAON'INSTANT COMM IIIIOULAN Olt OKAPPBNAMID.ANY
OTHER USE C.ONSTITUTIS MAUD.
-- - 111== MIMI IMMO
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Imprinted boolunatches, pens. tennis aid specialties Sm iii big
derma and easy to sell No es.
parlance necessary with one starter
kit me catmegs.
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CRY
TEE

44 Tidy
tan king
45 World org
33 Wire
46 Vegetable
measure
34 Rub potable 48 Army officer:
37 Undies
Abbr.
49 In favor of
39 Grumble
50 Row
41 Common51 Henna
place
42 Equality
53 Negative
43 Howiceye
55 Business
state
abbr.

•MINI

Wed. ow. 6•9 p.m.

GOLD 8,
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

SOLD-SILVER
GEMS
-Immo t.c.o. viiiWAybs

Olympic
14K Gold chains-IV-v..$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

114. Dimmed Pmdests
912-$21. Solder I doe
$4.11. She dews rig
$1.11. Ilert dem while
yea mad. Amtrak' 33%
1ea1 crystal for jewelry. Net
fancy, let expensive.
Located I C•WW1111 Iteohy
(rem) 414 N. 12t6 753,199. lien 11-5 Tem..
Sat.; la mil Owl Sm. 4
lIes.

6. Help Wanted
Mei or
Itiomes's Boots
10 to '40 Off.
One Group
Dress Boots
'29.95
Dee entire wall Merchaelise
1/3 Off
Belts, Straw Hats, shirts,
cuts all Wallop
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Maze
753-7113
9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

Earn up to $1000. a
month extra income.
Dynamic new company
seeking- part-time field
managers with top paying commission. 1-965
5387 phone now!!
Medical _records trans
criptionist. Competitive
salary and fringes. Only
experienced persons
need apply. Contact
Personnel Department
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital_
Murray Ky. 4 20 7 1.
Telephone 502-753-5131.
Service Station attendant_ Experienced only
need apply. No phone
calls. Apply 3:30p.m. to
6:30p.m. Barretts Ser
vice Center 639 S. 4th St.

(

SLEEP WELL,

ME?YOU ANTME TO

LITTLE MEND..

TAKE MARC1E5 PLACE
ON THE SCHOOL PATROL?

I COULDPeT FIND THE
MUSTARD-SO I USED
MUSTARD
PICKLES

C MK MOM Naive MrdMMo. ma

OH,TM SURE IF
YOU TOLD THEM THE
CARRIAGE WAS
NEW THEY'D LET
YOU RETURN
IT

lewlenele
B78-13
C78-14
E78-14
F7111-14
078-14
1178-14
078 16
1178'S

$29.30

$20.1110
633 SO
$35.51

632.30
1134 16
635.10 $3770
$31.96
837 10
$34.00 $40 75
631.20 $4015
$31.04 $4191
asks Ends Jan

BRAKE SERVICEYOUR CHOICE

$1 53
$1 66
$1 80
52 12
$226
$249

$2 35
$2 54

TOTAL ALIGNMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Probong Tire Ube Boost MPG
Rom Wheel..:Rear Vibes.
Pour Wheel!

Disc or drum!
Includes: Install new
front grease Seals
• Pack front wheel
bearings • Inspect
hydraulicsystem•Add
fluid • Road test
2-Wheel Front Disc:
Install new front brake
pads • Resurface front
rotors • Inspect
calipers
OR
d-Wheel Drum: Install
new brake lining and
resurface all four drums

1 5 50
Pricts start al $15511 let ler regale trut-ead alitimest service Parts
asi siNtissal arm titra it staled
• Inspect all four tires • Correct air pressure • Set
front wheel caster, camber, toe to proper alignment
• Inspect steering and suspension systems
Most U S cars Imports with Miustade SuSpensron InGluo•
*Xteel olive Cnereties light t1uCk5 arta cars teQ ui,t,(j mar
Strut LOrtectron extra

op ... yEAN

stii:Sand
ipo
le
eiralhap---G-0
Addldonal pals ant
services eon II
sesame

iterm°

.17

REX,
PLAY
HERO.
WE RIDE
PLEASE,
REX„.

BAP REX.
HIT KIT„
BAD,BAD!

BAD,
BAD
BOY
REX!

WILL YOU .
TWO PESTS
GET LOOT?!

s

Tire And Alignment Co. Inc.
753-0595

GOODYEAR INDEPENDENT DE- Al E RS

MOMMY,
PLAY
HERO.

OH,
DARLINGS.
mckwAY'S
-X.
ASK RE

PLEA5E.
MOMmY

Rudolph's
721.So. 12th

NEED EXTRA
INCOME?

Answer ta IliesiaT's Puzzle
s

753 1291

300 Main

R

Daconsinued treed design

Check these odrantages
hill color portraits,
Specials for Tine Tots,
Complete training
service

X31411MINUMBIll

• Our best-selling diagonalply tire.
• Individual crossplies of
tough polyester for
strength.
• Shoulder gripping edges
for extra bite into curves.

Farm

LEO'S
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

YOU'RE CATCHING A
COLD---GO SOAK
YOUR FEET IN A •
MUSTARD FOOT
OATH

GOODYEAR
POWER STREAK 78
CLEARANCE.
SAVE WHILE
SUPPLY LASTS.

Ptesse send contributions ta
mdiuktiLLL CANCER FOUNDATION 915 Somali Lisnestoor. Leaun Kentucky /WU.
All donations orld be nochied by
Mrs lutille Markey of Calumet

Daily 94 p.n.,

WO WEMEWIIM
WEWMOI •MOM WEIN
WM=
WWI MEM WM
6111 WEE WIIIMMad
MUM WM= WOW
WIIMM 6111.11 61.11

I CAN'T SEEM TO
WAKE HER UP, MA'AM.,

• NDENT D A

•••YEAR I
• NT DEA ER

"1> 1341>
C
131C>

1.155/80R13
P1650501413

r ••DYEAR INDEP

re,

-

_

• Steel-belted radial
construction.
• Even its footprint tells you
ifs different

1111301511111

56 Negative vole
57 Like-of bricks
MS..
59 Before
DOWN
1 Four qts.

Wit iorriu

CeN Collect:
(315) 1129-3319

CRCSMNWFWAIR 1

52 Dirnfnish
54 Land

Aryalast cancer by belying the
McDowell Casco Foundation raise
hub& to build •casco center for
Kannacknion
Rees-Noy our goal of $19 Wiliam
depends on rine yenerolly atoned*

Carter
Studio

Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

wham mom am
umm kiimm •WEEdd

•ODYEAR INDEPENDENT D

SAVE MONEY.SAVE GAS.
WITIH ALL-SEASON
ARRIVA FOR IMPORT

• P N.

T DEALER

Xtallialliamig4;wrIsjUlaglAtaig,

IMPORTANT SALE
ON GOODYEAR ARRIVA FOR
IMPORTS.

Join thejight...

NOTICE

UMW MANN AMIN
WNW WM= MUM
MUM UM
WWI WM, am

-

III NM

NM MEN UM NMIIN= MIMI MIN MINIII PIM MN

JOHNNY BOHANNON
Independent school
system, churches and
automobile industry.
Peter F. O'Rourke,
teacher, commented, "I
found the people involved
with the services to be extremely helpful in
assisting my students
piece together the history
of various organizations.
I and my students appreciate their time and
interest in helping us
learn and record the
history of Calloway Coun-

2 Macaw
ACROSS .
1 Slender fish - 3 Refund
4 Harbor
4 Fuel
5 Bitter vetch
8 Reveal
6 Actor Pacino
12 Exist
7 Lure
13 Heraldic
8Fl4ng
hearing
mammal
14 Encourage
9 Hebrew
15 Toils
month
17 Encountered
10 Nerve
19 Go -sea
network
20 Suitable
11 Short jacket
21 Resort
16 Honest
22 Writing
impiement • goddess
16 Per person:
23 Small rugs
Abbr.
25 Fruit used
26 The two of us 21 Locate
27-at a time 22 Footlike pan
23 Protective
28 Cloche
ditch
29 Anal's stand
24 One OPO011ed
32 Near
33 Handbooks 25 Kitchen need
26 Existed
35 Scale note
28 Possessed
36 Coy
29 Cloth
3/ Everyone
measure
39 Inlet
30 Great Lake
40"- Cid"
Shakespear41 Western
Indian
42 Equal
43 Hostelry
45-Er11009 _
46 Once around
the track
47 Faroe
whirlwind
48 African
*Metope
49 Punctuation

TO THE DEALER: 7Ims coupon will be redeemed only as follows

REIN MEN

ART CL.ASS IN
WATER O L0 R I N GProfesJOnaI artist, Tim
Paffpid will offer 13
Week course beginning
January 26111. Tuesday
nights 6:00 till 9:00.
Both beginning and
--"thyetreeS----s trete nes.:
Room for only 10 More
in class. For more
information call
Framers Gallery 7530077.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

-were-Meevitt-

-rh, Nt.stIc CAt..
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Murray, Ky.
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4. Help Wanted,

22. Musical

21. Mobile Home Sales

Babysitter in my home
3 11 shift. 759 9824.
College graduate
college representative
multi billion dollar
company, expanding its
sales team. Seeking
college educated,
career minded sales
•pos-soo...---E.A.c*Ilan 1
career opportunity
company paid training
all fringe benefits, no
travel. Send resume to
Gregory H. Vincent PO
Box "2116 Owensboro
Ky.42302-2116.

Model 0 28 Martin
guitar like new $900.
Cost $1200. new. Phone
436-2411 or 753-8165.
Sansui G 2000 receiver,
Sansui SC 3330 cassette
deck, dual 622 turn table
and Realistic speakers.
$500. 753 8056. Ask for
SULK.. .

1968 Baron. Un
furnished. $2500. 4748838.
1978 Fleetwood 1400. 2
bedroom,. 2 baths, furnished. Call 753-4683 or
753 1336 after 5p.m.

32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale

41. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

1980 Yalnattr 175 IT.
FINANCIAL LIFE
1973 Kawasaki 450 MX.
SAVER. This beautiful
running condition.
spacious four bedroom, Good
both for $795
sell
Will
two bath home can be
Call 354-6278.
Purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
Auto Services
With or without rental
cabin. Take your pick 1979 Chevrolet V-6 enand the owner will gine, low milage. 474FINANCE IT FOR YOU 2325.
at a fantastic rate. Import Auto Salvage.
Special features: be- Repair that Opal,
autiful creek and Volkswagon, Datsun,
wooded view from re- Subaru, Fiat, Chevy
dwood deck, enormous tuy, Capri Toyota,
family room with Honda. All kinds of new
fireplace, two car gar- and used parts. Call
age and much more at 474-2325.
an unbelievable price!
Used Cars
For more information
call SPAWN REALTY 1957 Ford. $550.
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.
171-6830.
1974 Chevrolet Monte
0 Carlo. Body damaged.
$150. Call 759-1465.
1 9 7 1 Volkswagon
Dasher station wagon
AM-FM, 56,000 miles,
well kept, excellent
Office Cisco re Cisest
condition. Call after
Boyers from Everywhere
5p.m. 753-5773.
termite Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Rood
Murray, Restocks 42071
(502)753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Hwy. 121 South
& heeled

APPLIANCE SERVICE, KENMORE,
Two bedroom apart •
WHIRLPOOL and
ment for rent. Range,
GIGANTIC INDOOR
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
oven, refrigerator, dis
years experience
YARD SALE &
hwasher, disposal,
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
washer and dryer
FLEA MARKET
Appliance Service, 203 S
hookup, air, carpet. No
I a.a.-9 p• lel 1 Liii
5th. 753-41172 or 753-8886.
pets. One year lease and
Murray fops Cuter wo$225- deposit required.
Alexander Septic Tank
1978 3 bedroom mobile $225 per month. Call
wed by Murray Krems
Cleaning. Vacuum
home for sale or rent. 753 2622 or753-3865.
Clol Dealers welcome
cleaned from your
rdrate'd at Stella Two bedroom duplex
driveway. industrial,
hailed weber Is bulls
Trailer Court, Call 753- semi-furnished. Now
Thurman
Pardons it
residential, or com 4864.
fir
Available
atoriatioo ii
available. Panora m a
laserence
mercial. 24 hour
month plus
$175.
Shores.
call
rectal
NO
153 9221
service. Call 753-5933.
Real Estate
28. Mobile Home Rentals utilities. Students con
Responsible party to
w 1534/13
All your plumbing and
Soutiside Court Sq.
take up payments on
12x60 mobile home for sidered.436-2755.
air conditioning.. needs.
Murray, Kentucky
rent. Nice, natural gas Two bedroom duplex.
like new piano.
Also do carpentry, painheat, furnished. Mobile Central heat and air. No
753-4451
roof ting,
Home Village. 753-3895.
pets. 8210. month. $200.
ing and concrete. All
9. Situation Wanted
12x60 mobile home close deposit. Lease required.
work done to satisfac• to East Elementary Call after 5p.m.
House cleaning and
tion. 753-2211.
school. $130. per month 753-6699.
babysitting. Any hours
Asphalt driveways and
23. Exterminating
plus deposit. No pets. Unfurnished 2 bedroom
available. 435-4402.
lots sealed by
Parking
Call
753-1873.
Hamlet
apartment.
Housecleaning, has re
For free
Sears.
753Trailers for rent. See North Apartments.
ferences. Call 753-1996.
estimates call 753-2310.
Brandon Dill, Dill's 7550 or 753-7559.
'Mather of 2 age 30
Automobile machanic
Trailer Court.
ASSUMABLE
desires to keep babies
will do work on autoRent
part
for
34.
Houses
carchildren
Two bedroom,
LOAN
or small
matic and all Tgasoline
peted, new furniture,
time or full-time, day or
Quality, beauty and
trucks. All work
home 5 miles
engined
Beautiful
at
central gas-heat. See
night. 759-1692.
a
Murray. 4 bed
ce
are
of
convenien
east
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Part-time housekeepguaranteed. Call 437room, 3 bath, den,
few of the adjecTwo bedroom trailer central heat and air,
ing. 753-5425.
4546.
tives that describe
near Murray. No pets. with heat pump. Re
Concrete block and
10. Business Opportunity
Nice. Ca11489-2611.
this 3 bedroom, 2
decorated. Before 2p.m
brick work. 20 years
Phone 753-3914
Two bedroom trailer 753-0858, after 4:30p.m
bath home, less
"Professions' Services
For sale. Want someone
experience. Free es12ft. wide, gas. Near 753-8943.
to buy restaurant busithan 4 years old.
timates. Call 753-5476.
With The
Murray. No pets. Call Opticin to buy. 3 acre,
ness for under $9000.
sparkling
is
Fence sales at Sears
Home
Friendly Teach"
us
Murray, Ky.
489-2118.
Will consider sub-lease. 24. Miscellaneo
nice 2 bedroom home.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
features
and
clean
After
Office
7
r.
New and Used Auto for free estimate for
753-0318.
14K T. gold ladies Two bedroom mobile Stove, refrigerato
a family room,
Nears
Parts, - Batteries, your needs.
watch. Has almost 1 and home. Central heat and miles east of Murray on
fireplace with wood
one quarter ounces of air on 1 and one half 280. All remodeled. $175.
Furniture Stripping and
753-8277
Tires, Wheel Corers,
A Unique
stove, separate livgold in watch. Face has acre lot. 3 miles east of month plus deposit.
Repair. Call 753-7499.
.
Auto
Accessories
Murray. Families only. 436-2802.
er
753-9036
sides.
on
2
diamond
ing room, heat
Opportunity
$75.
month,
per
$120.
bath,
Three' bedroom,
753-0309.
YOU'LL FALL
pump air control
deposit. Call 753-0712 or den with fireplace,
Be Your
Allman Service G.
75
AAA CUSTOM MADE 753-3534.
IN LOVE
in
Offered
system.
7
garage, on 1 acre.
CABINETS, bookcases,
ANNIE awl tall sabot,
Own Boss!
WITH...
40's
Mid
the
music centers, etc. Two bedroom furnished miles from Murray
cosign trio curl
- mobile home. $150. per References, deposit
This tri-level beauStarting in business - as
through Kopperud
Reasonable. 436-2566.
1978 King Cobra. V-8,
MY OWN
month rent, $75. secur- $175. Strout Realty 753
lefereoces Call Will El
the owner/operator of
ty on 2 lots on
Realty, 711 Main
cassette player, good
Firewood. Order now ity deposit. No pets. Call
0186.
Montgomery word
KENTUCKY
Bailey. 153-0689.
condition. Best offer.
Camelot Dr. in
and burn seasoned wood 7534808.
Street.
Catalog Soles Agency,
753-0963.
Call
HOME
this winter.436-2758.
Sub.
d
Kingswoo
LISTING
NEW
and profit from Words
HOUSES
1980 Citation. Sharp car.
Beautiful 4 or 5
Kero-Sun Heaters.
Newly decorated
60 ACRES
Rentals
30.
Business
trusted, century old
GENERAL HOME
Phone 753-9400.
7.99
4
$1
RENT
FOR
Omni 15
bath
3
bedroom,
d,
carpete
and
Fresh- on
reputation the lirst day.
RE-PAIR. is years exer S154.99,
Moonlight
new
town,
M
rough
•Duplex
Gatesbo
painted inside and
perience. Carpentry,
We're looking for
Market is this'
Radiant 8 $162.99,
•
Mini
redecorated
&
carpet
home on a double
concrete, plumbing,
immaculately
Sales Agents • amout,
trct
acre
60
choice
-Radiant 10 $209.99,
per
throoglieet - $160
roofing, sliding. NO
bitious husband/wife
lot. There are two
Warehouse
Radiant 36 $212.99.
kepi:- Has central
just west of Murraymonth.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
teams with on urge to
a
Omni 85 8218.99, Omni
with
pumps
heat
4
heat,
gas
1977 Lincoln Mark V, estimates. Days 474Storage Space
city limits at inbreak out on their own.
105 $247.99. The Direc
humidifier, central
bedrooms, 2 baths,
'4 Bedroom smeary home
oone owner, local car, 2359, nights 474-2276.
tersection of
For Rent
And, we may hove the
for $254.99. Wallen
vacuum system, inone mile smith of town,
large den. Range,
94 and
Highway
loaded.
Guttering by Sears.
opportunity you're lookHardware Paris.
753-4758
large lot with garden, $300
tercom, automatic
refrigerator,
Sears continuous gutRobertson
ing for.
Johnny
Restaurant equipment
per month; lease with opters installed for your
garage door
If you ore willing to
dishwasher,
belonging to Hickory
tendable
55
Road.
tion to purchase possible to
speciticaDons. Call
accept responsibility in
Hut Barbecue. Every- 32. Apts. For Rent
opener, wet bar,
Oldsmobile
disposal,- draperies
acres, stock barn,
qoulified buyer.
Sears 753-2310 for free
return fois a future in
thing to be sold. Call
patios.
two
and
Outside
Pontiac
included.
tobacco barn and
estimate.
Extra nice 2 bedroom,
753-0318.
your own business,
Everything you
storage building,
Cadillac
• 3 bedroom home north of
in
several hundred
K & K STUMP REMOwe'd like to talk about
SEASONED unfurnished duplex
need for comOwners
With
near Almo, Rent $150
town
Subd.
carport.
1406
Westwood
West Main
VAL. Do you need stumps
blacktop
of
feet
Mixed
your personal quolificoD.
FIREWOO
patio, stove,
per month.
fortable, leisurely
removed from your yard
moved North - 753-5315
tions and give you more
highway frontage.
hardwoods 18''-24'' fireplace,
or land cleared of
family living. Call
details obout our pions.
available. $27.50 a rick refrigerator, disrealistically priced
Phone 753-1222 for
and
stumps-? We can' re'Older 3 bedroom home M
•
delivered. Call John hwasher, disposal
Write today, to:
ment
for
anappoint
at
home
this
all details.
washerdryer hook-up.
lake area, rustic surreen•
1975 Malibu Chevy. 2 move stumps up to 24
Boyer at 753-8536.
G.T. Champion
today, 753-1222, door,
$59,900. For quick
$265. month plus deding, paved road, wood
mag wheels, A-1 inches below the
legal
drawer
1
Schwab
Kopperud Realty.' shape. 436-5519.
2101 E. Komipiiitd.Posit. 753-9266 or
ground, leaving only
sale.
heat, suitable for hardy
size, fireproof filing 305-792-5565.
and chips. Call
We are members of
Sharonville, Oki* cabinet. Cali 753-3107 'or
outdoor types, $75.00 per
OWNER LEFT
1976 Grand' Prix. Ex- sawdust
for free, estimates. Bob
Extra nice 2 bedroom
Multiple Listing
month.
cellent condition. 759TOWN-MAKE
45265
753-6832.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
with all apduplex
3p.m.
after
9782
Service.
OFFER
Wood stove, washer and pliances furnished__ in
2 Stores Available MurKem_p Jr 435-4319.
references
sod
•'Deposit
dryer. Call 436-5637.
DISTINCTIVE -InwwwmommemliMMIIF Need work on your
ray, Ky.& Benton, Ky
is-ritity 3
Northwood. No pets.
reigned. HOME
bath
2
7.53-0814.
frees? Topping, prunbedroom,
.
25. Business Services
CALL SPAWN REALTY
ing, Shaping, complete
Beautiful 3
is ideally
Ext-ra nice 2 bedroom
All YOUR
FOR
ASSOCIATES
HODGES TAX SER- apartment 3 miles from
removal and more. Call - •
bedroom home on
Lon1501
NEEDS
at
locatd
ESTATE
REAL
VICE. The Income Tax town on secluded road.
BOVER'S TREE
just
94
753-7714
Highway
don Drive, CanterSpecialist 1104 Pogue Need burley pounds for
SERVICE for ProWest of Murray Cibury. So many
Murray, Ky. Call 759- 1982. Free Bird Dog to
fessional tree care.
1977
1425.
753-8536.
ty Limits. Formal
quality features,
good home. 753-8848.
38. Pets-Supplies
14. Want to Buy
"Professional Services
Ford
Professional
dining room,-living
,
appliances
2 bedroom
kitchen
and
One
AK C Registered
With The
Good used paint spray 26. TV-Radio
paperhanging, painting,
Granada
room, den, large
apartments near downall draperies inBoxers. 5 weeks old, 2
gun. 8inks or equal.
farm buildings, top. '
753Call
Friemlly
Teach"
town Murray.
oo-m,
game,r
Newly
Ghia.
cluded.
males. Call 759-1995.
Also 40,000-60,000 BTU
sides, commercial or
4109 or 436-2844.
After Office
tastefully
painted, inside and
Bus)'aloe =II
ceiling hung gas heater.
puppies 6
residential. Call
2 bedroom Dachshund
Furnished
Nears
753-3143.
decorated
old and puppies
Tremon Farris.
out last year. Douapartment near Health weeks
old. No papers.
759-1987.
Want to buy junk cars.
throughout. Private
753-8277
ble garage,
Center. $220. per month. 12 weeks
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.
Tidwell PaintSammy
conveand
setting
opener,
Includes gas heat and 474-2325.
automatic
or 753-9036
ing Contractor. Ex
Want to rent or buy used
water. 753-9476 .days,
.
location
nient
landl
beautifu
Estate
$39.95
25" color
43. Real
THIS
perienced interior and
piano. Call 753-0421
901-247-5455 nights.
Phone 753-1222,
scaped lot. Midexterior painting. Free
10" color, 13" colanytime.
IS IT!! Nice duplex apartment
Kopperud Realty in
estimates. Call 753-4686
60's.
or, 19" B/W
We buy standing timber
This newly listed
located in Westwood
or 753-0487.
Murray.
of all types. Highest_
Subdivision. 2 bedroom,
size,
home offers
Tree trimming and
prices are paid. Call
carpeted throughout,
quality and location
removal. Hedges and
p.m.
Edmonson Logging at
central heat and air,
5
753-757
all at a reasonable
shrubs. Firewood. 753235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz,
44. Lotsfor Sale
washer-dryer hook-up,
5476.
price! Brick
Ky.
refrigerator, range,
MORE THAN
acres
44
ely
Approximat
dishwasher, disposal,
We do carpentry and Sales
4 extra
Home
Mobile
veneer,
21.
Trucks
Used
50.
road
D
Penny
on corner of
YOU IMAGINE
IS. Articles for Sale
built-in microwave.
repair water lines. 437,
bedrooms
large
Creek
and Spring
FOR LESS
1950 Chevrolet pickup
'
Lease, deposit, and
2.41n. silver 4-10 bike.
road. -Call :189- excellent for restoring. 4588.
with huge closets, 2
NOM references required.
THAN YOU - -Church
Will sharpen hand saws,
Blue snake belly tires,
2425.
full baths, den with
5350. 474-2700.
Call 759-1503.
FOR SALE
DREAMED
chain saws and skill
K -K -T pedals. $100.
in
lots
cemetary
Four
fireplace, big
1951 4-wheel drive Ford saws. Call 753-4656.
Good condition. 753-4783
1 • 2 BR 12160 1974 One bedroom furnished
Quiet! And only
"Prefessieaal Services
Memorial Gardens. 435- pickup with 72 running
block from
apartment
innette,
kitchen-d
after 5p.m.
from
minutes
with
1
Grenville owner
4575.
With The
five
gear. $700. Call 753-4521.
MSU. Air condition,
central gas heat and
city limits. 4
stove, ref., washer. wall to wall carpet. $75.
Friendly Teach"
16. Home Furnishings
1972 Semi. White freight
ROOFING
Sale
for
Farms
Ai
tioning.
air-condi
deposit, $110. per
massive bedrooms
dryer.
liner. $3000. Motor just
After Office
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
-Sears 2 manual organ in
in
Bagwell
Located
month. Call 759-4538.
overhauled. 474-8838.
including hideNears
References. All work
2 - 12x60 furn. in
a wood cabinet with
1
The attractive *weer heavManor near shoppOne bedroom furnished
suite
1973 Chevrolet pickup
master
away
rhythm section. These
guaranteed. Free
to
wale
it
Mobile Nome Village
make
753-8277
ens, w81
North
unusually
121
174
An
ing.
5675.
apartment
engine.
350
can be seen after 5p.m
Estimates. Call 759plus huge panelled
purchase a 225 acre form
extra nice.
next to fairgrounds. PO.
good home at only
er 753-9036
at 1008 Sharp St. or call
1859 or 753-6581.
entertainer's den.
SE of New Cemerd. The
Col753-3139.
month.
a
GOOD
753-0309.
. Dodge 4 -wheel
93788
818
$66,900.00.
3 • 10x57 furn. for
•
ewmr's share of the winter
Dream kitchen
lege boys preferred.
drive truck and tobacco
Coppertone electric
NEIGHBORHOOD
ENT
INVESTM
et
veers
be
I ess then
nal
crop
wheat
walnut
solid
furnished
with
bedroom
One
492-8204.
Call
sticks.
dinette
stove, 2 seater
205 Woodlawn PERFECT
harvest The farm hos crop
$2,066.00.
55. Feed and Seed
apartment. Near hospicabinets. Circular
Set. $50. each. Call
1978 GMC 0(4 short
laud, timber, creek,
tiv-----.--1909 Westwood,
ntee--heffi
Very
to
suit
Will
tal.
repaint
759-1958.
case. Wall of
stair
.12 x 61 fire. •nly
tone
Clair and Timothy hay
Two
base.
wheel
Mock top rood treaties,
tenant. Adults. No pets.
full basement.
'almost new duplex,
Large upright Frigidopens to
glass
blue, lin. lift kit with $1.50 bale. Call 328-8256
C.
Jobs
$4,$11.10.
Meshy.
some
redeposit
and
Lease
Electric heat, air
cedar siding, each
aire freezer. 5135. 753many extras. Between from 8-3, 328-8133 after
spacious fences
Negfliesmr Reel Estate 75315341196 quired. Call 753-9208
conditioner, close to -- -side features 2
527-3633. All 3:30.
1566 after 5p.m.
9:30-4:30,
6,753-7531.
.101
Great
after 4:00p.m.
Pi acres.
times 527-3704.
shopping,
other
room,
M.S.U.,
living
B.R.,
One bedroom apart•
56. Free Column
area for children.
20. Sports Equipment
for Chuck.
etc. on shady lot. 2 -.kitchen, bath, wall
Forty seven acres on Ask
ment and _2 or 3 bed
for
7534492
IA'i
RI At
Dial
cylinder,
CH.
eri
R80e.le
One free kitten to give
Hw.y 94 West. Call
JN Scott 12 gauge
B.R.'s up., 1 large
room house. Near unto wall carpeting,
details.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
4 speed, power steering, away. 753-1656 or 753.
1987.
759
double barrell shotgun
iversity. 492-8225.
utility,
bedroom,
appliances, city
AM-FM, rear seat, hard 9334.
with hammer. CaR 753
One bedroom small
garage and basewater and sewer.
top, 19,000 miles. $6500
2900 before 5p.m. 6r 1978 14x70 3 bedroom, 2 _apartment. Partial
COME SOUTH - 46. Homes for Sale
. 57. Wanted
ment level. Only
489-2689.
Each side rents for
751 5702 after 5p.m.
bath. Central hew and utilities furnished. Call
FOR THE
3 bedroom brick house.
$26,900.00.
one
this
See
$225.
nichol
insulated,
air, double
New 357 Magnum
753-7505 or 753-3593.
Carpet throughout: 2 53. Services Offered
Burley Tobacco PounNEW QUALITY
plated model 19. Call unfurnishd. Like new.
soon. In 50's.
baths, large living
dage for. 1982 crop. Row
colonial
WINTERStately
58500-4354122.
753 7646 anytime.
HOME
room and den. 2 car ALCOA ALUMINUM crop land. If you plan on
507 WHITNELL ST.
manor on picturesgarage with large stor- SIDING or vinyl. siding _ cutting back or want to
In Canterbury - en3 bedroom, I bath,
que park - like
age room. Call 489-2145 and trim. Aluminum rent or lease your land
Now leasiol
joy the good life in
very
B.V., carport
- massive or 753-2493.
grounds
trim for brick houses. call Kim Wallis
this lovely 3 B.R.,
nice home, newly
489 2462.
Winding
By owner one and one 'Jack Glover 753-1873.
entry.
B.V., Viz bath
painted inside and
half story, 3 bedroom.
Library
staircase.
Walnut kitchen
home. Entry foyer,
out. Electric heat,
or music cabinets, fireplace;
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
I, 2 & 3 bedroom forts from
large family room
window air condichambers. Formal
basement, garage, low
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
5165.00 per no. Hairlinewith fireplace. Centioner, near Bel-Air
utility bills, deep lot,
room plus
living
heat
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
tral elec.
ped veil. Newly coostroctel
Shopping, schools,
near hospital. 12
adjacent
formal
pump, lovely
•NOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ceitral heat awl air,
restaurants, etc. In
financing available with
Off.
dining. Sauna
$10,000 down, $42,750.
carpeting. Double
'lotions in City Limits
carpeted, kitcheo 'pfree Delivery en P
30's. Check soon
restful
those
before
after
Call 753-4710
garage, automatic'
will go fast at this
ollutes Office Heirs Moo._
evenings in front of 15:30p.m.
ool.nur Iii 811's
location.
Fri. 91012001001
Newly decorated 4 bedcrackling fire. ,ExNorthwood Dr
elusive listing--for room, 2 bath. Excellent
location. Owner will
Murray. Ky
Century 21 showing. finance.
Call 753 1700.
502 /59 4984
Off.
Dial 753-1492 for
with den
bedroom
Two
Equal linsiot Opportunty
your showing.
-or 3 bedroom. Natural
225 L.P. Miller St. ,Ac,••• n... Coowty Coot,
gas, central heat and
•
air, TVA insulation. Has
stu
female
WANTED:
attached apartment
Specializing In Senior Citizens
work
or
dent, teacher
which can be used as
f
i
°flitJ1
,f4Lii_..
ing girl to -share nice
Hair Cuts $1.00
bedroom. Extra
extra
furnished home with
lot, 16x17 tool shed
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
1111ETTA MIS, If AlIONSM large
young female univers
or shop. ? blocks from
ity instructor. $lot). per
Open Hours
Plaza.,
I 'IA/ `vyliso.4..•
753-7113
university and elemen
of
half
lot 4/W
Keogh.
plus
MOVIIIV,
month
Y.:
Mon , Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
Lots of
schools,
tary
(WA /53 1491
utilities, Phone 753 9280
. extras. 753 1956.
730 2:30 753:3685
at ter 4O.m

WANTED

MOVING TO ALASKA.
Must sell everything.
Furniture, color tv,
stereo, household
goods, books, records,
clothing. 1608 Poplar.
Evenings only on
weeknights.

4.

49.

CLAYTONS
753-757S

11,

43. Real Estate

.41. Public Sale

Strout,
Reotty

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

t•

le big
IN &starter

9

4p.m.

IC.
s
16'

; 18'

1.85

With
Pur-

rn.

00. a
:ome.
npany
field
s pay1-965

trans
etitive
. Only
SeRS

intact
tment
sway

2071.
131.
sttendonly
phone
.m. to
Ser
h St.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

OPF.TRIJD
2

753-5500

i

FOR SALE

Purdom's

For
Sale

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

Good condition,
clean, good
family car. Asking $1,900. Call
153-6811 after 5

'CLAYTONS

mom

WALLIS DRUG

UCKLE BARBER
..
{.......HORNB
SHOP .

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Insulated Boots
$1 ooo to
$40°°
All Men And
Worn ens Boots

5th L Olive Sts.
Top Quality
Picture Gallery
We Have 1000s Of Prints
We Specialize In 16x20...20x24
Hand Painted Oils
Oriental Frames

• sc., rry,

1F.nf

0A1. „.‘miLE

--$1000 to $4000

21

Vernon's
Western Store
-Olympic

VW

I'

1041 THE MURK A1 k)..1.1.:1)14:11

TIMES. Tirrhtemts). Janitor)'it 1482 •

We NOM;lite right is In quantities

Prices good thru Jan. 25th.
Proem Your Ilegley Pharmacist:

Now to transfer your
prescription

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

STORES

Hwy. 641 N. Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

Central Shopping Center
753-4025

Hunt's

It's easy to transfer your prescription to Begley's.
You simply bring your prescription bottle to Begley's or
phone in your prescription number and your Begley
Pharmacist will do the necessary telephoning to your
doctor.
We have low everyday prescription prices. And we
invite you to price your prescription before we fill it.

Hunt's

MAPIVV1CH

Manwich

SLOPPY JOE sALJ GE

Original
Sloppy Joe Sauce

Think Begley's for

worksavers

Beauty Aids

TRASH BAGS
*
like
it -74:• scit

Vidal
Sassoon

15 oz. can

"Ayr.11.13 run)
'
Y

Shampoo "
For clean, sexy, shiny hair
8 oz.

69'

$169

Worksavers

Trash Bags
Box of 25 bags
26 gal. capacity

994:

Rave
1'—
ma=

Soft Perm or X-Curly Perm
Refill Kit
For soft curlier styles, no ammonia
no odor, no frizz, gentle even for
Color treated hair

ONLY 10 CALORiES PER PIECE_

'-;•:.]

=

tiFE SAVE izo-sAll Flavors
Only 10 calories per piece

regularly 25' each

Mean
Guard

scilkt 594
We Care About Your

Save Money with
Begley Products

Good Health
Alka•Seltser
Plus Cold Medicine
effective relief from major cold systems
Xi tablets

Our Price
Begley's

Furniture Polish
14 oz. aerosol
Prepriced by
manufacturer
*1.39

111,1

Asst. Colors

All shades

Savings
LIR NIT UP1
POLISH

Jumbo Roll

Uquid Make-Up
CoverGirl dein make-Op

Think Begley's for

KLEIN
GUARD

Name
Brand

Paper Towels

Cover Girl

00

or

400

s9"

Life Savers

5$
f

qiiiO

c.-

'919

Eye Drops

89

Trianinic DM__
cough formula
for relief of annoying
cough Er stuffy nose

3 Tier

277

4 oz.

L
a
i
:
r et $
for fruits, vegetables, pints
wire mesh construction

r_1(

E-Z Do

CMEWABLE

VITAMIN

Storage
Chest

Begley's

Bayer

Vitamin C

Children's Aspirin
orange flavored

Chewable
100 tablets
250 mg.

BAYER.

with child-guard cap.
116 gr. 36 tablets

CHILDREN'S

ASP1RW4j

35T411151% NS.Ek

•

39'
'499

250mg.

walnut grain design
rage chest

1111111111.1."

241fist
"c't 13" x 1034"

6be
. ._WOOd

177

$

Stresstabs Stresstabs
SOB
600 with Iron

-

irnn

Splitting Maul
melts* wood spitting isster, eesisr.

High.potency street formula vitamin plus iron
80 tablets

Photo Bonus
STICKERS
Compost
Meat Lamp Kit
High quality limp holder with wire limp 41,Ver. With built in well hook.
250 R/10/1 Warm Up clear infrared
bulb for spot heating

$999

F-or your Valentine
Choose from 10- high Owl, F-rogr
Puppy, Mouse, Monkey, or Beer

In assorted pastel colors

also available in stores
Reprints
expires
From color negatives only
8/30/82
sizes 128-110-135
L
Prints
i from slides or print to print
expires
sizes up to 3% x 5
8/30/82
I __COiOr Enlargement
Oribl074
for5x 7
expires
I from any negative or slide Umit 3 ir
8/30/82
Color Enlargement now$1
66/1
1i,es
g2
•
for 8 x 10
from
color
negatives
only
•
Limit 3
•

•

171.
371
97

master charge

BEST

co_PY AVAILABLE
•

